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ABSTRACT 
Political Problems of Emerging Rural Subdivisions 
in Kane County , Utah 
by 
R . C. Haycock, Master of Science 
Utah State University , 1969 
Major Professor: Calvin W. Hilbner 
Department: Political Science 
The emerging seasonal subdivisions in the rural mountainous r egions 
of Kane County was the focus of this study . A native of Kanab, county seat , 
the author has been in a position to witness the development of these projects. 
The desired purpose of the study was to ascertain the degree of involve ment 
of local gove rnment and to indicate problems, their solutions and consequences . 
The proble ms encountered in analyzing these developments ar e basically those 
that must be faced by any new eme rging community. 
No individual study was discovered that dea lt with the specific locality 
under considera tion. Of very recent origin, the developments have provided 
little time for indepth analysis. The absence of related studies has offered 
the author more personal contact with involved individuals than might other-
wise have been the case. 
The author attempted to view the subdivisions as seen by both sub-
divider and governing officia l. Written questionnaires, personal interviews 
vii 
and informal discussions, on-site inspection of subdivisions , vis its to county 
office s, le tters, and telephone interviews have provided the background 
material for this thesis. 
The study resulted in the following observations : 
1. Local gove rnment mus t e ngage in long-range planning to effectively 
deal with the problems of the s ubdivisions . 
2. Failure to adequate ly prepare now will necessitate far greater 
expenditures in future county operations . 
3. As the problems continue to grow, so, too , will the cost of their 
eradication or containment. 
4. Intergove rnmenta l cooperative s tudies appear to be a logical 
method of determining overall effect of the problems. 
5. Restructuring of local government may become necessary. 
(114 pages) 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The phenomenon of emerging rural, seasonal subdivision develop-
ments in the mountains of Southern Utah provides the impetus for this study. 
A native of Kane County, the author has been in a position to focus on these 
developments which are at the same time a boon and a burden to the local 
government. This study was undertaken so that the author and others might 
more clearly ascertain the consequences of these projects . 
Problems encountered in rural subdivision development are those 
faced by any new community. Public health and safety, proper sanitation 
methods, water purification and prevention of pollution, road construction 
and maintenance, law enforcement, building code enforcement, and numerous 
other essential requirements combine to create the whole . In a rural county 
with only five permanent communities, the consideration of problems posed by 
more than thirty development projects is very essential. Local government 
has limited resources with which to furnish basic services, and the demand 
for governmental services continually exceeds the s upply. The rising cost 
of materials, goods and services necessitate careful consideration before 
tax dollars are allocated and spent. 
The difficulty in extending the requested services to rural subdivisions 
is basically financial, and is compounded by their being widely scattered. 
2 
Regulation of these new developments is necessary to protect the people from 
unscrupulous land speculators, and to insure the desired overall development 
a nd expansion within the county. 
Methodology 
In reviewing existing literature on subdivision development and 
expansion, the author was not able to discover a single source or material 
or study that dealt with the specific locality under consideration. Since these 
developments are recent in origin, the idea may still persist that there is 
insufficient data and information available to analyze. Not all sources the 
author has tapped have provided material beneficial to this study. The 
absence of related studies has stimulated the author to more personal con-
tact than might otherwise have been the case. Not all attempts to obtain 
personal viewpoints have been successful, nevertheless, sufficient data has 
been collected to provide a base for this study. 
Under existing conditions, the author has attempted to view the 
proje cts as seen by both subdivider and governing official. Written question-
naires, personal interviews and discussions, on-site inspection of subdivisions, 
vi&its to county offices, letters, and telephone interviews have provided the 
information necessary to analyze the present status of these developments, 
and to present viewpoints and ideas as to the future role that they may play 
in the county's political and economic life. 
3 
The overall contribution of thi s report can be ascertained only afte r 
the completion of future sludies and investigations . This work Is an exploratory 
s ludy and seeks to provide a foundation on which future sludies may be con-
ducted . 
Historical Background 
Those who formulate the laws and administer them are men, and, 
being men, there is an enormous disparity between the simplicity 
of their minds and the real complexity of any large society. 1 
In the world today , people are witnessing the emergence of what may be 
called "mass leisure. " Unlike the recent past when leisure time was enjoyed 
only by the rich, nearly everyone is entering an era when leisure and more 
leisure will become commonplace. 
Outdoor recreation is one area that Is expanding as a result of lncreas-
ing amounts of leisure time. Given a freedom of choice, it is quite evident 
that vast numbers of the population enjoy and take advantage of outdoor recre-
atlon facilities. Until very recently, private outdoor facilities were owned 
solely by the rich. Today's affluent society Is rapidly changing that aspect 
of the relaxation-minded population. 
Studies have shown that individual leisure time, since 1900, has 
substantially increased. In that year, after work, sleep, school, housekeep-
ing, and personal care, a person could still consider about 26 1/ 2 percent of 
1Walter Lippman, The Good Socie ty (New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 
1943), p. 28. 
4 
his time in the leisure ca tegory . 2 By 1950, the proportion of le isure hours 
had increased to 34 percent, and has been projected at 38 pe r cent by the ye ar 
2000 . 3 
Competition for vaca tion facilities In federa l and state camping and 
recreational locations, and the r e sulting lack of privacy within the National 
Parks and Monuments has influenced many people to look toward obtaining 
their own private vacation site . As one surveys the future, a greatly expanded 
demand for steadily increasing numbers of outdoor recreational areas and 
facilities is forecasted , both public and private. 
In recent years , there has been a boom in subdivision development In 
the deserts and mountains of the West. As the result of greater conge stion In 
urban r egions, and more wealth and leisure time In the working classes of 
people, more people are using the newly acquired wealth and time to r emove 
themselves, even temporarily, from urban living. Many of these rural develop-
ments provide second homes for families . The homes are used for vacation 
purposes or other special occasions but are not intended for year round occu-
pancy. 
Beginning in the 1950's, the United States Bureau of Land Management, 
under the Small Tract Act, leased or sold some 75, 000 lots In Southern 
2Marion Clawson, Land and Water for Recreation (Chicago: Rand 
McNally and Company , 1960), pp. 4-5. 
3Ibid. 
5 
California. 4 Rural subdivision projects spread quickly into Arizona and Nevada, 
and then through the remainder of the western states . The Los Angeles office 
of the Bureau of Land Management alone sold or leased 50, 000 lots of a size 
between 2 1/ 2 and 5 acres, and had a backlog of 25 , 000 applications . 5 As 
public land became increasingly difficult to obtain, the citizen desiring a 
private building site turned to private landowne rs , as did the land speculators. 
Zion, Bryce, and Grand Oanyon National Parks and Cedar Breaks 
Na tiona l Monoment, all within easy driving distances, lured numerous non-
residents into purchasing vacation sites in the surrounding territory. During 
the past decade hundreds of people have selected a private vacation location: in 
the mountains of Southern Utah. 
Kane County, Utah, is only one of a great number of counties In Utah, 
and most surrounding states that has felt the influx of "seasonal" l andowners . 
Bordered on the west and north by Washington and Garfield counties respec-
tively, Lake Powell and the state of Arizona form the eastern and southern 
boundaries. With a land area of 4,105 square miles, Kane is populated by 
2, 667 permanent residents, 6 with the population density for the entire county 
4George H. Smeath, "Crossing the Great Subdivide" (Salt Lake 
City, Utah: The Division of Community and Urban Development, University 
of Utah, April 1968), p. 2 . 
5Ibid. 
61960 Census of Population, Vol. 1 , "Ciiaracteristics··of tire Population, 
Part 46, lJ(ah" (Washington, D. C. : United State~ Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of the Census) , p. 11. 
6 
approximating s ix-tenths (. 6) person per square mile . Permanent population 
growth is difficult to achieve in most of Utah' s rural counties and Kane is no 
exception. The population, from the figure cited above, has since decreased 
an estimated 6. 2 percent he tween the last United Sta tes census In 1960 and July 
1 , 1966 . 7 
Ranching , farming, and tourism have provided much of the local 
economy throughout the region's history, and in recent years a lumber oper-
ation in nearby Fredonia, Arizona, has helped sustain the economy. Outstand-
ing local scenic values have resulted in approximately forty motion pictures 
wholly or partially filmed in the immediate area. The widely varying scenery, 
with its resulting economic impact, is well described in the following report: 
When M-G-M's "Westward the Women" was filmed , 11 different 
"states" were shot within a 50-mile radius of town, from Missouri 
and the Kansas Plains to Colorado Rockies and even a lush California 
Valley. 
Other sections have doubled cinematically for Texas, Wyoming, 
Nebraska , Mexico, and those two famous historical trails, the Oregon 
and the Santa Fe. 
The economic impact of Hollywood on this small town and its 
environs is both Instant and evident. The average film company 
will spend more than $12,000 weekly just for food and lodging. A 
major location lasting eight to 10 weeks will leave a quarter of a 
million dollars in the Kanab coffers . 8 
In the past thirty-five years, these "Westerns" and shorter versions for the 
7Kane County, Utah--An Economic Profile (Salt Lake City, Utah: 
Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah, January 
1967), p. 5. 
8The Salt Lake Tribune, November 23, 1952, Volume 166, No. 40, 
p. M7 . 
T able 1. Popula tion of Kane County a nd State of Uta h, se le c ted years 1850 
to 1960, and 1961 to 1966 annually 
P e r ce nt County a s 
change pe r cent 
County from last of sta te 
Year popula tion census State total tota l 
1870 1 , 513 86 , 786 1.7 
1880 3, 085 103.9 143 , 963 2. 1 
1890a 1, 685 -45. 4 210, 779 0.8 
1900 1, 811 7.5 276,749 0. 7 
1910 1,652 - 8. 8 373,351 0. 4 
1920 2 , 054 24. 3 449,396 0. 5 
1930 2 , 235 ' 8 . 8 507,847 0. 4 
1940 2, 561 14 . 6 550, 310 0.5 
1950 2 , 299 10. 2 66 8 ,862 0.3 
1960 2 ,667 16 . 0 890, 627 0.3 
1961 (Jan. 1) 2, 700 1. 2b 915 ,000 0. 3 
1962 (Jan. 1) 2,700 b 942,000 0. 3 1963 (Jan. 1) 2,800 3. 7b 972,000 0. 3 
1964 (Jan. 1) 2 , 600 -7 . 1 988 , 000 0. 3 
1965 (Jan. 1) 2,600 
- 3. 8b 
1,003,000 0. 3 
1966 (July 1) 2 , 500 1,015,000 0.2 
aState total includes population (2 , 874) of Indian reservation, especially 
benume r ated, but not distributed by counties . 
P e r ce nt change from last population report or estimate. 
Source: Kane County, Utah, An Economic Profile (Salt Lake City , Utah: 
Bureau of Economic and Business Research , Universi ty of Uta h, 
J anuary 1967) , p . 5. 
7 
8 
more recent TV series have provided important economic benefits at all 
levels of the local populace. 
This celluloid windfall Is s hared by every able-bodied person In 
town. The women , yo ung and old , work as extras , clerical help, 
waitresses and cooks . The men are hired as cowboys , horse wran-
glers, guards for heavy equipment left ove rnight on location, while 
others are watchmen for wardrobe and property tents , with one , 9 
unique in a business of specialists , as a two-wheeled alarm clock. 
An essential factor to consider in assessing the loca l economic picture, 
is the knowledge that the labor force Is moving away from agricultural activities--
in fact if not in name--and is experiencing substantial growth in the fields of 
construction, manufacturing, r etail trade and services. Whereas, in 1940, 
those who were employed in agriculture and forestry constituted 45. 5 percent 
of the employed labor force of the major industry groups, by 1960, this 
percentage had fallen sharply to 15. 2 percent. During this same period the 
county witnessed the labor force In manufacturing increase to equal that of 
agriculture, and the labor force in retail trade and services moved well ahead 
of agriculture. Between 1940 and 1960, the employed labor force working in 
agriculture declined by 51. 1 percentage points whereas the construction forces 
increased by 147.5 percentage points, although the number actually engaged in 
agriculture remained larger . 10 
Total assessed valuation o'f Kane County increased from $1,420, 757 
9Ibid. 
1
°Kane County, Utah, An Economic Profile, pp. 13 and 16 . 
in 1940 to $3,037,207 in 1960. 11 Since the latter year , it has fluctuated 
between $3, 591,61112 and $3,912, 046 . 13 
9 
The Kane County Commission has approved, and the recorder filed , 
in excess of thirty separate subdivision developments during the past ten to 
twe lve year period. In a 4, 105 square mile county with a declining population, 
one might normally wonder as to the possible use of such developments. Within 
these projects have been laid out nearly 7, 000 individual building lots. 14 Most 
subdivisions offer building sites in size from one-half to one acre . A few 
developments sell areas to a size of five or more acres. Although most sub-
divisions contain fewer than 200 building sites, one development will eventually 
expand to include 1, 20015 such locations , and a second recorded subdivision 
outlines some 4, 080 spaces . 16 
The local topography varies greatly. Much of the eastern and southern 
portions of the county have an elevation averaging 5, 000 feet , and these sections 
are extremely dry. One familiar with this terrain will quickly conclude that 
most developments projected for this part of the county will not materialize 
11Ibid .• p. 53. 
12 Ibid. 
13Jbid. 
14For a list of subdivision and building lots see Table 4, p. 12 of 
this thesis . Received from Kane County Recorder, February 21, 1969. 
15Bryce Woodland Estates . 
16See map of Kane County, Utah, page 15, this thesis . 
Table 2. Number of persons employed in major industry groups, Kane County, Utah, 1940, 1950 and 1960 
Percent change 
1940 1940 1940 
Number of Qersons Percent of total a to to to 
Industry group 1940 1950 1960 1940 1950 1960 1960 .1950 . 1960 
Total labor force 785 733 902 100. 0 100.0 100. 0 + 14. 9 6.6 + 23. 1 
Unemployedb 204 36 54 26.0 6. 0 6.0 - 73.5 - 82 .4 + 50.0 
Employed 581 696 848 74 . 0 95.0 94 . 0 + 46.0 + 19.8 + 21. 8 
Agriculture, forestry, 
and fishing 264 232 129 45.4 33. 3 15.2 - 51. 1 - 12. 1 - 44. 4 
Construction 40 80 99 6.9 11.5 11.7 +147. 5 +100. 0 + 23. 8 
Manufacturing 21 57 128 3. 6 8.2 15. 1 +509. 5 +171. 4 +124. 6 
Retail trade 82 91 151 14. 1 13. 1 17.8 + 84 . 2 + 11. 0 + 65.9 
Services 126 141 224 21. 7 20.2 26 . 4 + 77.8 + 11.9 + 58.9 
Industry not reported 9 17 8 1.6 2.4 0. 9 - 11. 1 + 88. 9 + 52.9 
aEmployed and unemployed are stated as a percent of total labor force. The major in!lustry groups are stated as 
b a percent of total employed. 
Unemployed in 1940 includes those persons working on public works projects . 
Source: Kane County, Utah, An Economic Profile (Salt Lake City, Utah: Bureau of Economic and Business 
Research, University of Utah, January 1967), p. 13. 
.... 
0 
11 
Table 3 . Average agricultural and non- agricultural monthly employment 
for Kane County 1950 to 1965 
Average Average Average 
monthly Average county non- Average 
work monthly unemploy ment agricultural agricultural 
Year force employ ment rate employment employment 
1950 1, 000 810 19 . 0 571 240 
1951 940 ' 800 14. 9 566 230 
1952 950 760 20.0 543 22 0 
1953 960 810 15.6 589 220 
1954 880 760 13. 6 549 210 
1955 980 860 12.2 654 210 
1956 1, 060 940 11. 3 738 200 
1957 1,330 1,230 7.5 1, 041 190 
1957 1,280 1 , 180 7.8 987 190 
1959 1, 040 970 6.7 790 180 
1960 1, 060 980 7.5 798 180 
1961 1,130 1, 040 8. 0 868 170 
1962 1,110 1, 040 6. 3 874 170 
1963 1,190 1,100 7. 6 931 160 
1964 960 860 10.4 728 130 
1965 980 700 8.2 792 110 
Note : Figures may not total because of rounding . 
Source : Kane Coun!Y, Utah, An Economic Profile (Salt Lake City, Utah: 
Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah, 
Januar y 1967), p. 16 . 
12 
Table 4. List of subdivisions and building lots , Kane County 
Total 1968 
Subdivision lots Sold Acres Valuation 
Clark Bench Acres 20 9 56 . 5 5940 
Canyon Country Estates 64 2 300 14650 
Church Wells Subdivision 154 13 16 4200 
Abel Acres 59 15 750 
Movie R anch Subdivision 127 98 49 . 13 35290 
Navajo H!lls Subdivision 96 8 35? 2200 
Golden Circle Heights 47 12 50 1170 
Glen Canyon Heights 44 33 11. 03 1100 
Se ttlers Cove 16 3 26 . 54 13880 
Maxwell-Towery Subdivision 98 2 21. 5 1180 
Wahweap (56) 10 2 1.7 
Wahweap (67) 10 4 1.7 1060 
Wahweap (94) 19 4 5. 18 
Round Valley Subdivision 4080 20 640 600 
*Zion View Mt. Estates 243 96 84.8 25580 
*Zion View Mt. Estates 57 11 52.81 11100 
*Fly-in "L-D" Ranch Subdivision 142 6 280 7069 
*Sky Haven Mountain Retreat 59 12 29.76 4690 
*Timberlost Subdivision 68 9 34.26 1920 
*Bear Springs Estates 17 4 11. 65 1120 
*Ponderosa VIlla Subdivision 75 14 36.13 9310 
Vermillion Cliff Estates 229 10 517.47 10960 
*Spencer Cliffs Estates 43 54 1680 
*Little Ponderosa Ranch Sub. 279 19 213. 56 5400 
*Bryce Woodland Estates 43 5 31.6 7390 
*Strawberry Valley Estates 53 4 25 4500 
*Swai ns Creek 76 2 42 . 16 8400 
*Movie Ranch South Estates 100 5 61 440 
*Meadow View Heights 75 3 37 6120 
*Cougar Canyon Subdivision 108 10 48 . 08 7260 
*Outlot A of Cougar Canyon Sub. 3 3 15 580 
*Bryce Woodland Estates, Unit 2 40 4 21. 67 4350 
*Bryce Woodland Estates, Unit 3 37 1 
*Strawberry Valley Estates, Unit 2 62 7 
*Wonderl and Vista Estates Sub. 73 2 
*Bryce Woodland Estates 86 
Total 6811 438 1134. 49 199,880 
•Mountain subdivisions under analysis. 
Source: Kane County Recorder, February 21, 1969. 
Table 5. Assessed valuation of Kane County, Ut ah by specified categories, selected years 1940 to 1965 
Other 
Improvements personal Total 
lots and and assessed assessed 
Year Real estate acreage Livestock property valuation 
1940 $ 738,409 $ 305,651 $113,514 $ 263,183 $1,420 ,757 
1945 793,744 344,115 269,670 270,739 1,678,268 
1950 726,23 7 470,821 222,380 449,926 1, 731,900 
1954 751,413 1,494,899 222,062 675,483 2,379,176 
1960 796,214 1,010,522 92,657 1,137,814 3,037,207 
1961 1, 046' 296 1,042,817 155,665 1,346,833 3, 591,611 
1962 1,122,709 1,111,015 138, 976 1,296,872 3,669,572 
1963 1,247,083 1,140, 402 115,828 1,408,733 3, 912,046 
1964 1,197,611 1,134,728 98,907 1,186,701 3,617 , 947 
1965 1,243,122 1,082,483 100,961 1,415, 377 3, 841,943 
Source: Kane County, Utah, An Economic Profile (Salt Lake City, Utah: Bureau of Economic and Business 
Research, University of Utah, January 1967), p. 53. 
..... 
"' 
within the fores eeable future. 17 Loca ted In ar eas which would allow ye ar-
round residency, these developments are virtually dormant as a r e su lt of 
poor, sandy soil and the almost total lack of water . 
14 
Subdivision development of current importance to the local govern-
ment is rapidly expanding in the northern and western sections of the county. 
The elevation here varies from the 6, 000 feet level In the valleys to 9, 000-
10,000 feet atop the Markagunt and Paunsaugunt Pla teaus . The emerging 
developments of this area are already playing an important role in the 
economic structure of Kane County. Seasonal, summer-home type projects , 
these subdivisions are not located nor planned so as to provide permanent, 
year-round living. Formerly used for summer grazing range for cattle and 
sheep, the mountainous land undergoing change experiences severe winter 
weather that precludes twelve month residency. 
As a consequence of their quite recent emergence, the author has 
been unable to uncover any completed studies that would indicate the extent 
to which these developments are affecting or will affect the local politica l 
or economic affairs . Local officials have not Ignored the developments, and 
are increasingly aware of certa in problems that do exist and that will increase 
in scope and number as land within these projects come under Individual owner-
ship. The summer-home type developments, numbering approximately twenty 
a t the outset of this study , 18 are those In need of present study and regulation 
17 See map of Kane County, Utah, page 15 of this thesis. 
18
see list of subdivis ions, page 12 ,of this thes is. 
KANE COUNTY, UTAH 
~~-
16 
in order to minimize present and future problems, and t'o protect the private 
citizens who are investing in land purchase . Subdivision expansion will con-
tinue s o long as it is profitable for the developer . Regulatory measures must 
be prescribed a t the local level to preclude unreasonable future demands being 
made on county agencies . 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENT AND FUTURE PROBLEMS 
When a developer puts a woods into the name, or a vale , heights, 
forest , creek, or stream, he is not conserving; he is memoriali-
zing . Subdivisions are named for that which they are about to 
destroy. 1 
17 
The subdivision problem is actually a myriad of lesser problems . Most 
of these result from insufficient pre-planning and the lack of the resultant know!-
edge. These complexities will remain so long as do their cause , and as sub-
divisions continue to expand in size and increase in number so too will the per-
plexing situations they initiate. 
The problems of the developments are similar to those that face any 
new emerging community. The fact tha t these projects provide seasonal 
occupancy simplifies some s ituations but compounds others . Of major concern 
is the great expense the county government will incur in furnishing services 
to e merging developments . Not only are the individual subdivisions located 
substantial distances from Kanab, the seat of county governmental oper ations, 
but many are widely scattered from the others. It is necessary to examine 
evident pe rplexing situations to determine the nature of the problem , its con-
sequences, and correctional action taken or programmed. 
1William H. Whyte , The Last Landscape (Garden Ci ty, New York: 
Doubleday and Company, Inc. , 1968), p. 202 . 
18 
Subdivisions demand access. Roads leading to , and within existing 
developments , are even now a major point of conflict between deve lope rs and 
county officials. At present the Kane County road department is charged with 
maintaining approximately 550 miles of roads. This they must do on an annual 
budget of $60,000. 2 According to county officials , this road budget does not 
allow for any consideration of subdivision roads . This situation becomes more 
complex when one realizes that subdivisions are located immediately adjacent 
to state highways, county roads, private roads, and roads owned by the United 
States Forest Service . 
Requirements for roadways are explicitly stated in the Kane County 
Subdivision Ordinance : 
The width and a lignment of all primary, secondary, and local streets 
shall conform to the width and alignment of those streets already 
exis ting in the County adj acent to the subdivision and to the require-
ments of the Commission in conformity therewith or subsidiary 
thereto, ... The minimum width between property lines shall be 
maintained in accordance with county street standards on all streets 
unless it can be definitely shown that topography or other local con-
ditions will not permit such a width or that a lesser width is more 
suitable. Said standards shall be as follows : 
Freeway 200 feet and up 
Major Highway 100-200 feet 
Secondary Highway 80-88 feet 
Collector Street 60-66 feet 
Local Street 50-60 feet 
All mountainous highways which form a part of a primary, 
secondary or local traffic route shall have a minimum width of 
2Figur es obtained from the Kane County Clerk's Office . 
forty (40) feet between property lines, with a graded width of 
twenty-six (26) feet . 3 
Regarding streets, the ordinance concludes : 
Ever y street, alley, or other public place shown on any sub-
division map of land within the County shall be dedicated to the 
County when such dedication is deemed necessary by the County 
Commission for public use , but this shall not be construed as 
an acceptance of any such dedication until such dedication Is for-
mally accepted by resolution of the County Commission . .. 4 
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Whereas the county legally acquires street and roadway ownership on 
acceptance of a subdivision, or approval of Its plat, no streets have yet been 
accepted by resolution in the subdivisiOns under discussion. As a result, no 
county maintenance is performed on any development roads . The land developer 
Is charged with initial road construction and he must carry the burden of keeping 
his streets In a passable condition until they have been accepted by the county 
commission. Complaints have arisen from the subdividers as a result of the 
county ordinance specifying graded roads of a specific width when the main 
access road to the subdivision , which may be locally or federally owned, Is 
said to be considerably more narrow. During rainy weather, many hillside 
roads a re said to turn into "rivers of mud" because they are wider than 
necessary. 
The county road department foreman has Indicated that he Is continually 
3John c. Willie, Land Use Planning Agent, Kane County Subdivision 
Ordinance (Logan, Utah: Utah State University, Extension Service), pp. 14-
15. 
4Ibid . , p . 18. 
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approached , during the summer months, with requests from subdivision land-
owners to build, repair, smooth, or otherwise improve roads to or within 
exis ting developments. 5 Local government officials acknowledge the inevitability 
of the county's eventual involvement in performing maintenance on access and 
interior roads. Even though these officials agree that the county is presently 
benefiting from subdivision development and expansion, they further concur 
that local government is in no financial position to assume road or street 
obligations in connection with these developments. Not only is the road depart-
ment beseiged by requests to maintain private roads, but the U. S. Forest 
Service has also requested such service on their roads which are used by 
private "landowners. At present, the Forest Service is not willing to turn such 
roads over to county ownership. 
Refuse Dispasal 
Refuse disposal is currently a menace to both health and scenery. 
Present practices can lead only to an increasingly worse situation. Garbage 
collection and disposal is very basic to protection of the health of local residents 
and visitors alike, and this problem will intensify as additional landowners make 
use · of their property. This situation originated as a result of the failure of 
county regula tions to specify the method of refuse disposal. 
Subdividers, and their employees, have reacted differently to this situ-
ation. One real-estate agent suggested that the U. S. Forest Service develop 
5Kane County Road Foreman; Doyle Franklin, Personal interview, 
July 1968. 
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garbage dump sites in the immediate vicinity of his and surrounding develop-
ments. These should be on Forest Service land. This particular individual 
indicated that the people in the immediate area now drive through nearby U. S. 
Forest Service campgrounds and picnic areas and deposit their refuse in 
garbage containers located at those points. 6 A second developer has included 
garbage disposal sites within the development itself, but stated he currently 
transports all subdivision litter to a small town dump located ten or eleven 
miles from his project. 7 Other speculators said nothing of refuse disposal, 
and it can be assumed that they are leaving to the individual landowner the 
necessity of determining a method for disposal. 
Sewage Disposal 
No area should be of greater concern to local officials than that of 
sanitation and public health. The Kane County Subdivision Ordinance specifies: 
In hillside mountainous, or desert areas and in other areas 
approved by the county commission, septic tanks, sewage ponds, 
or other means of sewage disposal may be approved, provided that 
the disposal system is constructed in a manner satisfactory to the 
State Department of Public Health and the planning commission 
8 
The Utah State Division of Health must approve plans and specifications for con-
s truction only in the case of a 
6
oliver LaFevre, Ponderosa Villa, Pe_rsonal interview, September 1968. 
7Eric Beetthauer, Bryce Woodland Estates, Pet"sonal interview, 
Septembe,r 1968. 
8John C. Willie, Land Use Planning Agent, January 17 , 1969, 
public water system or public sewage disposal system . .. 
Se wage disposal facilities provided for individual home s in a r eas 
not s erved by public sewers must not be in conflict with the Code 
of Waste Disposal Regulations (Part IV, Individual Waste Water 
Disposal Systems) but enforceme nt of thes e regulations rests at 
loca l level, and plans for individual installations need not have 
prior approval by the State Division of Health .. . 9 
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It is obvious that whereas county r egula tions may be deemed sufficient 
in this subject area it is vital to the welfare of those directly conce rned that the 
county adequa tely verify the existence of l awful sewage disposal facili tie s . 
The emerging subdivisions have already posed policing problems which 
cannot be ignored. E ach incident serves as an indication of the complexity 
involved in protecting life and property in a rural environment. 
The Kane County Sheriff' s Department is composed of one man, the 
sheriff. There have been incidents in the past when the department has been 
expanded to include a deputy sheriff. 10 When analyzing police functions within 
the county, one must not use population as the only criteria. Though the county 
9
utah State Division of Health , General Information Regarding 
Housing Subdivision, Revised 1968, p . 1. 
10During the 1950's, Kane County added a deputy sheriff as a result 
of the large increase in county population as a result of the construction of 
Glen Canyon Dam near the Utah-Arizona border. Loca ted approximately eighty 
miles from the dam site, Kanab served as a base of operations for the general 
contractors and most of their workers until facilities could be provided closer 
to the construction area. On completion of temporary housing facilities , and 
l ater the dam itself , mos t construction workers moved to other projects . The 
deputy was r e leased since the reason for his original hiring no longer existed. 
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has a relatively s mall population there is more than one m an can do to over -
s ee all activity in an a r ea of 4, 105 square miles . T here ar e policing problems 
cre a ted within the subdivisions resulting fr om this particular type of deve lop-
ment. People who buy land within these summer type developments come to 
these areas for r ecreation and r e laxa tion. Too much regulation is ne ither wanted 
nor desirable. Numerous families who have purchased land and built a cabin 
or placed a house traile r on it ar e pe rmanent r eside nts of s outhe rn Nevada or 
southern California . Many s uch families will drive to thei r property for a 
weekend. Since the parents mus t r e tu r n home to r e sume their weekly jobs , 
many par ents will leave the ir children a t the subdivision during the week. Most 
subdivision lots a re le ss than one acre in si ze but the children do not confine 
their recreational pursuits or other movements to their own property. Problems 
r e sult when these youngsters party , carelessly shoot off fire arms or steal the 
property of others . A majority of subdivision dwellers spend one to three weeks 
of each ye ar on their prope rty and it is otherwise abandoned. Many of thes e 
people leave va lua ble possessions locked in their cabins or traile r s - - guns , 
skis , old relics and other valuables which can easily be stolen and some times 
are . 
Drinking, fighting and family squabble s are problems that occur each 
summer and must be handled by local authorities. When the sheriff' s office 
receives a complaint or r eques t for assistance from someone within a sub-
divis ion, the sheriff must tr avel between thirty and s ixty mile s and in some 
cases greate r distances before any type of action can be taken or assistance 
given. An additional proble m is encountered here by the sheriff. He can 
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quickly determine a specific development but on his arrival there he will 
likely experience difficulty locating any particular build ng site , house or 
trailer . Subdivisions are not laid out nearly in straight lines . To do so 
would des troy their appeal. To the author ' s knowledge none offer directions 
within the subdivisions other than to point the way to the real-estate agents 
loca tion. Consequently, even in the case of an extreme emergency, the 
sheriff may have to attempt to locate a specific lot by any method possible. 
Time consuming and frustrating during the daylight hours, it could prove 
tragically impossible at night. 
Water is liquid gold in southern Utah. For each subdivision to have 
its own public water source and development is not feasible. Wate r Is a 
premium item throughout southern Utah but In many areas It simply does not 
exist. Even should water become readily available In all developmental areas, 
severe winter conditions in the higher elevations would make water line 
installation impractical. The expenditure for water development and annual 
maintenance would be prohibitive when compared with the time that most 
people are in residence . As to existing state regulations governing water, 
approval of the Utah State Division of Health is necessary only In the case of 
public water systems . 11 The Kane County Subdivision Ordinance states: 
11
utah State Division of Health, pp. 1-3. 
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The water to be supplied for a subdivision shall be obtained 
from a source free of pollution or from a source adequa tely pur ifi ed 
by natural agencies or by artificial treatment. The source shall be 
reasonably adequate to provide a continuous supply that is wholesome, 
potable and in no way harmful or dangerous to health , and Is developed 
in a manner satisfactory to the State Department of Public Health and 
the planning commission. 12 
Known surface water sources have been filed on for years and state regulations 
preclude the indiscriminate drilling of wells for private use. 
The authority of the county to tax property is seldom questioned by 
anyone. Seldom does everyone agree, however, that property taxes are 
assessed equitably. In the rural developments this viewpoint Is shared by 
subdividers and individual lot owners alike. The principal complaint of 
the developers is the practice of taxing the entire subdivision at a residential 
tax rate as soon as it has been accepted by the county commission. Many of 
the emerging subdivisions were former grazing areas and had been taxed on a 
grazing use tax base. Developers do not feel this change In tax classification 
is justified. They already bear the burden of development costs and expensive 
preliminary activities must be performed before actual sales can take place. 
It is further asserted that by initiating this change in the tax rate the county 
is working against itself. The county wishes orderly subdivision development 
but by changing the tax base from that of grazing to that of residential the 
12John Willie , Lana Use Planning Agent, January 17 , 1969. 
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county Is forcing some developers to sell their land by legal description rather 
than through the more orderly form of subdividing. The selling of land by 
" metes and bounds" shifts the burden of additional taxes away from the developer 
and to the new landowner . Whether or not the claim Is legitimate It Is a fact 
that the county office recording the property sold by legal description has to 
expend more time in writing each land transaction. A related concern Is the 
method of assessing individual locations within a subdivision. In the opinion 
of the developers, subdivision lots are assessed according to size or area with 
no consideration given to the ir loca tion or real worth. Developers approached 
on this matter by individual lot owners have found It Impossible to explain to one 
building s ite owner why his tax assessment Is double that of a second landowner 
when the second owner paid twice the amount for his land than that paid by the 
first owne r. 
Indepth studies prior to a subdivision ' s approval could provide solutions 
to problems before they actually develop. Many of the e merging projects are 
surrounded by or adjacent to property under the administration of the United 
States Forest Service. Within these Forest Service areas are many camp-
g rounds and r ecreation facilities supervised by forest service personne l. It 
can be assumed that they are very much aware of the problems In the surround-
ing subdivisions, Also located in the immediate vicinity are headwaters of 
s treams and lakes which are annually s tocked with fish by the Utah State Fish 
and Game Commission , and under the protection and m anagement of this same 
commission are la rge numbers of game animals which inhabit the area. 
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It is s urprising that no s tudies have been undertaken or programmed by 
fede r al, state or local agencies to ascerta in present or long range effects 
from the developing projects . Funding such a study would prove burdensome 
if carried on by the local government alone . However, joint efforts would 
seem a logical step in ascertaining the problems that will arise as a result 
of these projects. 
Kane County is understandably anxious to increase its tax base as 
much as possible and as rapidly as possible. The emerging subdivisions 
have undoubtedly helped the county to that end. Indeed the recreational homes 
in Kane County now generate as much revenue for tax purposes as all commu-
nities in the county with the exception of Kanab City . 13 The subdivision 
developments are probably the only area in the county showing substantial 
growth. County officials have not always been aware of all avenues open to 
them in dealing with these developments and they have not always made the 
proper decisions. These officials are well aware of the fact that tax monies 
cannot continue indefinitely to flow from the subdivisions to the county without 
return of services to the developments . This fact was acknowledged when a 
county official said that in the long run developing municipalities cost money. 
They do not put a s urplus into the county treasury. 14 The s hortage of available 
13Reo Heaton, Kane County Assessor, "Master Plan" meeting, 
June 27, 1968. 
14Merrill MacDonald, Kane County Commission Chairman, Informal 
Inte rview, July 19, 1968. 
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r esources will continue to plague local government throughout the foreseeable 
future . Indepth studies would provide county officials with specific dollars 
and cents data to plot what loca l governmental costs are likely to be in the 
future. Such studies whether conducted in behalf of all levels of government 
or just the local level should prove their worth many times over in future 
savings to the county. The Utah State Fish and Game Commission Regional 
Office in Cedar City, Utah which oversees fish and game activities In Kane 
County admitted that the emerging subdivisions could definitely develop into 
problem areas. However, this office was not aware of any studies undertaken 
or planned concerning water pollution problems or game management or control 
problems as a result of the subdivisions. 15 
The Kane County Planning Commission and County Commission should 
thoroughly study the boundaries and legal description of all subdivision appll-
cations. Future problems have been inadvertently created due to the county's 
approval of subdivisions in which one lot legally described overlaps the boundary 
of a second lot. Also in at least one situation two separate subdivisions legally 
overlap one another . It is easily seen that costly problems concerning clear 
title could develop in the future. Had either the Planning Commission or the 
County Commission rejected the tentative subdivision map and returned it to 
the developer such potential problems could have easily been rectified by the 
subdivider. 
15Mr. Saunders Clark, Supervisor, Utah Sta te Fish and Game Regional 
Office, Personal interview, July 18, 1968. 
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Scenic Values 
Kane County and Utah as a whole depend heavily on scenic values to 
lure in tourist dollars . It should be important that the emerging developme nts 
do not dissuade the tourist from entering or returning to Southern Utah. 
Economically, tourists have provided a substantial boon to the county ' s 
economy. For example , in 1954, 34 retail businesses in Kane Ci:ounty accu-
mulated gross sales of $1,622, 000 to which the category of s e rvice stations 
contributed $370 , 000. In 1963 service stations grossed sales of $1, 218, 000. 
Whereas business sales as a whole increased 74 percent between 1954 and 1963, 
s e rvice station sales jumped 221 percent. 16 Though some increase can be 
attributed to increased costs and use by local residents, it can be assumed 
tha t the bulk of this increase came from tourist and other vacationers . There 
can be no question as to the current tax benefits the county has derived from 
the developing subdivisions , but uncontrolled development of mounta inous areas 
with total disregard of the possible impact they could have on various other 
sources of local income might prove very unwise . There are people who would 
argue th at some visiting tourists obtain lots in the rural subdivision areas, and 
this Is true. However those who do purchase land are a very small minority 
of the area' s total visitors. In this situatipn, too, a thorough study might be 
meaningful in obtaining desirable and pertinent information. 
A final problem but certainly not the least important Is that of the 
16Kane County, Utah, An Economic Profile, p. 34. 
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proper orientation on the part of the temporary residents . Since most land-
owne rs are from California or Nevada, they travel Intersta te- 15 and highway 
US 91 in their approach to their vacation site In Utah. The highways mentioned 
above lead the landowners into Cedar City, the largest community in the area 
but located in Iron County. Due to Cedar City ' s relative position and size most 
subdivision dwellers mainta in a mailing address there and most of their shopping 
activities are also carried on in that city. A very necessary goal will be to 
reorient these temporary residents toward Kane County. This is especially 
important for functions of local governmental activity or service such aB 
law enforcement, building permits, and property taxation. The problems as 
outlined are well recognized by county officials who realize that such problems 
can no longer be ignored or taken lightly. Now is the time that the county must 
plan for the future and governing officials are well aware of the consequences 
of further procra.stination. Attempts have been made to eliminate certain 
problems but many other problems still remain. Local officials in problem 
solving capacities are aware that solutions to problems that work well on paper 
do not always work well in reality as evidenced by the Kane County Subdivision 
Ordinance. Even though the subdivision ordinance clearly outlines many 
practices and procedures, the inability of the county to hire sufficient personnel 
to oversee the regulations precludes their effective implementation. 
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CHAPTER ill 
THE IMPORTANCE OF PLANNIN 
Sta te Statutes 
The State of Utah is generous in its delegation of authority to nd!vidual 
county governments . Enabling acts pr ovide local officials with sufficient power 
to develop their districts in any reasonable and constitutional manner . This 
study of Kane County deals with such ar eas and , therefore , it Is Important to 
ascertain the legality of the actions and the obligations of e lected county officers . 
The Boards of County Commissioners of the respective counties 
within the State ar e authori zed and e mpowered to provide for the 
physical development of the unincorpor a ted territory which Is in the 
county and for the zoning of all or any part of such unincorporated 
territory he r e inafter provided. 1 
In analyzing the emergence of subdivisions, one normally visualizes the 
orderly development of well-planned housing projects . This perception Is not 
fo unded in fact. Legally the definition of a subdivision in Utah: 
means the division of a tract or lot or parcel of land Into three 
or more lots, plots , sites or other divisions of land for the purpose, 
whether immediate or future, of sale or building development .. . 2 
1A. Wayne Guernsey , _Editor-in-chief. Utah Code Annotated , 1953 , 
Replacem·ent Volume 2. Indianapolis, Indiana: The Alle n Smith Company, 
Publishe rs, 1954), (17-27-1), p. 721. 
2Ibid. , 1.7-2 7- 27 J, p. 739 . 
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While the developments of this study meet the legal definition of subdivisions , 
they bear no resemblance to the a bove mentioned housing projects . The 
projects studied here are emerging on private plots varying in si ze from under 
10 acres to in excess of 200 acres. 3 Located for the most part in the higher 
elevations of Kane County, the developments provide a surveyor' s nightmare. 
The author believes it extremely unlikely that any two subdivisions would show 
many similarities as a result of the rugged geographic settings and widely 
va rying dimensions . 
Subdivision regulations are an exercise of the police power of state 
and local units of government. Their scope and geographic coverage are 
usually governed by the authority under which they are enacted. To a local 
planning commission, subdivision regulations or ordinances should be impor-
tant in allowing the commission to coordinate the otherwise unrelated plans of 
a number of individual developers . This coordination will become more 
meaningful to Kane County as subdivision developments continue to multiply 
on previously open land. Ordinances also allow the control of internal design 
of e ach new development so that its streets, lots or other facilities will be 
s afe, pleasant and economical to maintain. To the individual home site· buye~;, 
subdivision regulations are an assurance that his Investment in land is not a 
wholly speculative nature . Since the developer has had to abide by certain 
ordinances the buyer feels more secure in his purchase. 
3
see list on p. 12. 
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County Regulations 
Ownership of land involves duties to the county as well as r ights in 
the individual owner. The conscientious subdivider is well aware of this and 
willingly accepts his responsibility. He further r ealizes that county sub-
division control is beneficial to his e fforts . By demanding that the subdivider 
comply with specific regulations the county laws protect the honest developer 
from the fly-by-night opera tor . Such laws are also to protect against sub-
standard competitors who might be inclined to destroy the value of a care-
fully planned development with a shoddy one nearby. 
The Kane County subdivision ordinance r equires, and the developer 
expects, a considerable amount of preliminar y work of planning to precede an 
application for approval of a new subdivision. Before official approval Is 
extended, county officials should undertake inves tigatlons of their own to 
ve r ify data contained on the application. Here should be e mphas ized the 
importance of the planning commission. Too often a planning commission, 
if indeed one exists at all, is a seldom used or completely non-functioning 
unit. What recommendations are made are done so on the basis of who is 
making the request not the validity of the request. 
The Kane County Planning Commission was appointed in July 1968. 
Prior to this date the county commission undertook the responsibility and 
ac tivity of the planning commission. Utah state statutes clearly define 
the counties latitude in the es tablishment of a county planning commission. 
The board of county commission of any county within the 
sta te is hereby authori zed and e mpowered to appoint an unpaid 
commission of 7 members to be known as a county planning 
commission provided tha t in the counties of the s tate having a 
population of 15, 000 or less desiring to establish a commiss ion 
as herein provided the board of county commissioners may 
constitute the commission. 4 
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State statutes not only outline the structure of the planning commiss ion at the 
county level but specify its function, the assistance available to it, and other 
requirements. 
It shall be the function of a county planning commiss ion to 
make and adopt a master plan for the physical development of the 
unincorpora ted territory of the county . . . The master plan of 
a county , with the accompanying maps, plats , charts , and 
descriptive and explanatory material , shall show the county plan-
ning commissione rs recommendations for the development of the 
territory covered by the plan. 5 
.. . the county planning commission is directed to make use 
of the expert advice and information which may be furnished by 
appropriate federal, state, county and municipal officia ls, depart-
ments and agencies, and in particular by the state planning com-
mission of the state of Utah, without additional cost to the county 
or municipali ty. . 6 
A planning commission is functioning in the capacity of a public decision-
making body, and the decisions it renders should be based on the most e ffective 
programs to achieve the goals the public desires. The "ideal" type of operation 
and activity requires extensive knowledge of the desired goals of the public and a 
thorough knowledge of the subject matter under consideration. The scope of the 
4Guernsey, (17-27-2), p . 722 . 
5Ibid., (17-27-4) , p. 723. 
6
rbid . , (17-27-3) , pp. 723-724. 
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public interest in emerging rural areas is very broad and very important. 
The public interes t or , stated another way, the health , safety and general 
we lfare of the people can only be protected by the actions of elected or 
appointed county officials. Ordinances and regulations provide the prtmary 
means of controlling most types of objectionable activities-- providing such 
regulatory measures are adequately enforced. As most lawyers wl l admit , 
it is virtually impossible to enact regulations to cover ever y situation and not 
have potential loopholes . Subdivision regulations are no different than any 
others in this respect. Subdivisions require substantial investments from a 
developer in planning and money. So long as they r equire such investments 
there will be efforts on the part of fly-by-night developers to identify and utili ze 
such loopholes . A major loophole found in many subdivision regulations comes 
from the fact that enabling acts are set up for the r egulation of the use of plats 
instead of regula ting the subdivision of land . Such acts do not make it illegal 
to subdivide land without approval. Instead they ma ke it illegal to transfer 
or sell land: 
By reference to or exhibition of or by other use of a plat of a 
subdivision, before such plat has been approved by the pla nning 
commission and recorded or filed in the office of the appropriate 
county recorder . 7 
Since many state enabling acts are similar to the Standard City Plan-
ning Enabling Act , this means that such state subdivision regulations have little 
7 William I. Goodman, Editor . Principles and Practice of Urban 
Planning (Washington, D. C. : International City Managers ' Association, 
P ub tshe r , 1968) , p. 467. 
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effect on the land owner who sells his land by " metes and bounds " deed. Not 
only does the county encounter additional work recording land sold by " metes 
and bounds," but the potential is present for extremely expensive services 
which the county might be obligated to provide in widely scattered sections of 
its territory. Utah statu tes stipulate that: 
All plans of streets or highways for public use , and all 
plans and plats of land laid out in subdivision or buildmg lots , 
. . . shall be submitted to the county planning commission, if 
one has been created, and approved by such commission before 
they shall be recorded. It shall not be lawful to record any 
such plan or plat at the office of the county recorder unless the 
same s hall bear thereon by endorsement or otherwise the approval 
of such commission. 
From and after the time when a county planning commission 
has been appointed no land located within a subdivision as defined 
in this act shall be sold until and unless a subdivision plat shall 
have been approved by the planning commission and recorded in 
the office of the county recorder , except that in subdivisions of 
less than 10 lots, land may be sold by metes and bounds without 
necessity of recording a plat. 8 
Analysis of the county subdivision ordinance reveals that a legal loophole of the 
kind described above does exist. 
It is unlawful for any person, firm, corporation, partner-
ship, or association, as principal, agent or otherwise , to divide 
or subdivide for lease or sale into ten (10) or more parcels of 
land or to lease, sell, convey quitclaim, agree to sell , or transfer, 
by contract, deed, or otherwise, or after such division or sub-
division to offer for sale or lease, any land or any part thereof 
whether improved or unimporved, in Kane County, unless and unt!l 
a ll other requirements hereinafter provided in re lation thereto 
shall have been complied with. 9 
8Guernsey, (17-27-21), pp . 736- 737. 
9John C. Willie , Land Use Planning Agent, February 17 , 1969 . 
The county can substantially benefi t in the long run should such potential 
problems be eliminated through corrective regulations in the new master 
plan. 
Planning 
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Planning as defined for purposes of this study does not refe r to 
operations occurring now or within the next six months. The kind of study 
that will be of most benefit to the cou nty will require a substantial investment 
of time and money to determine county needs and requi rements in respect to 
the s ubdivisions and what the long range needs to be. It requires determined 
foresight in order to plan for possible, and in this case probable, eventuali ties 
ten to twenty years in the future . Nevertheless it is planning on this scale 
that is now necessary to provide the services that the county will soon be 
obligated to furnish . Indepth planning would seem to be one of the best invest-
ments the county could make at this time. The Kane County master plan is a 
logical step in long-range planning and should prove highly beneficial if 
realistically written and faithfully executed. 
There is no question in the minds of the county officials but what the 
time will come shortly when some county services must be extended to the sub-
divisions. Such services as road maintenance and police surveillance, once 
undertaken, almost certainly will have to be continued. One familiar with 
governmental operations of this type realizes the futility of attempting to 
elimina te such services once they are initially unde rtaken. Proper planning 
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will provide county officials with the knowledge of what services mus t be 
underta ken and what the cost will be. In considering the services that will be 
required, county officials must keep in mind the pocketbook of local citizens. 
Officers should consider each new development in r e lation to possible tax 
revenues. Will a certain project become a blighted area due to its unfavorable 
loca tion and fail to help pay its way? The sensible way to deal with such areas 
is to prevent them in the first place. An "active" county commission and plan-
ning commission can accomplish the desired results. 
There can be no question in studying the subdivisions ' needs such as 
roads, fire protection, health and safety, or policing, but wha t the major 
emphasis of this study must focus on planning. There would appear no othe r 
feas ible method of effectively coping with existing and future problems . It is 
quite apparent that failure to anticipate demands that will be made on the county, 
while they will not be fatal, a re of such magnitude as to warr ant careful prepa-
ration. Actual planning should consider short, mid-range and long-range 
objectives. All too often action is geared to catching up ope r ations or in meet-
ing day-to-day situations . This type of governmenta l oper ation, regardless of 
level, is no longer adequate. Modern technology is r apidly pushing changes 
upon all aspects of living and will continue to do so at an increasing rate whether 
people are prepared or not. 
"The fact is ," !lay-s. A!vitLToffler in Hottzon ·in the summer 
of 19.115, u ... _and stinple obserllation of one ' s own fr iends and 
associates will confirm it-- that even the most educated people 
today operate on the assumption that society Is rela tively static. 
At best they attempt to plan by making simple straight-line 
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projections of present trends. The result is unreadiness to meet the 
futut.e when it arrives. nlO 
A statement attri buted to Louis J . Halle would seem to add more urgency 
... in a world increasingly rushed to death, the long-range 
waits on the immediate. What is urgent takes priority over what 
is merely important, so that what is important will be attended to 
only when it becomes urgent, which may be too late. 11 
Planning that looks to the future is absolutely necessary and to be effective such 
planning should include alternative courses of action and probable results of 
each course. 
Short-range planning 
Short-range planning is desirable in covering a multitude of immediate 
actions by the county commission or county planning commission. Zoning 
administration, probable work projects, and subdivision control need review-
ing and updating. New projects and subdivisions must be approved following a 
complete study of conformity to county regulations . 
Mid-range planning 
Mid-range studies should cover activities planned for two to ten 
years in the future . It would appear that very few governmental units attempt 
to establish goals this far in advance . This failing is common at all levels 
of government but that fact does not in any way mean that it should be tolerated 
1
°Kaise r Aluminum News, Volume 24, Number 1, Oakland, 
Cali fornia, 1966, p. 5. 
11
smeath , p. 8. 
or a ccepted. Capital improvement programming , indepth zoning studies , 
periodic evaluation and revision of existing subdivision standards and regu-
lations all fit into mid-range progra ms . 
Long-range planning 
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Long-range projects should Include da ta collectiOn, mappmg and 
analysis, as well as the review and updating of the comprehensive or master 
plan. Such planning necessitates the ability to look ahead 15 to 50 years. 
Granted , it is difficult to envision what things will be like at that distant 
date. However, the poor record in dealing with problems on a wait-and-see 
basis has proven to be totally inadequate and unacceptable. It is time tha t 
local units of government began to participate in state and regional planning 
concern! ng long- range goals . 12 
It is difficult for most people to become excited or interested in the 
idea of thorough professional planning. A little forethought may be desirable, 
they agree , but few people--and this includes many local governmental 
offici als - -want to go so far as to use tax dollars for planning purposes. County 
offici als are charged with responsible government but too often the majority 
of the people equate good government with the cheapest kind, responsible or not. 
In the s hort run this may seem desirable but will prove totally unrealistic in 
meeting the demands of the future. County regulations are extremely impor-
tant for effective and efficient local government. Ordinances need to be clear 
12Goodman , p . 547 . 
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and well developed whether they govern subdivisions or other operations and 
projects. That this is not a lways the case can be seen in the following state-
ment: 
Legislative parties at every level of government normally 
"act" In a series of "reactions" to particular problems which have 
been called to their attention. A child is bitten , so the city council 
enacts an ordinance forbidding dogs to run at large. There Is a 
smallpox epidemic, so the state legislature enacts a compulsory 
vaccination law. Seldom does a legislative body first examine 
existing laws to see whether a new law Is needed or , If so , how 
best it might fit into the existing regulatory pattern. Because of 
this modus operandi, it is never difficult to make an accurate 
demonstra tion that the laws in any given area are a patchwork of 
uncoordinated regulations. 13 
It is fortunate that Kane County has been able to experience the growth 
of its subdivision with no more problems than have existed. Although a few 
developments in the eastern portion of the country came into existence during 
the mid-to-late 1950's, the bulk of the mountain projects have emerged since 
1960. Once the latter type began they have rapidly expanded In number . With 
the rapid proliferation of rural subdivisions came additional and enlarged 
problems not only for Kane County but for several of its bordering counties 
experiencing similar developments. 
Five southwest Utah counties--Kane, Garfield, Washington, Iron, 
and Beaver--joined in 1956 Into the 5-County Organization; 14 One obvious 
reason was their common desire to benefit from the experiences of the other 
13Ibid. , p . 468. 
14Letter from Kane County Clerk, March 12, 1969 , p. 2. 
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member counties . A proble m faced by four and probably the fifth of thes e 
counties has been the emergence of rural , mountain-type , seasonal sub-
division developments . 
The Utah State Extension Service outlined to the 5-County Organi zation 
the benefits that could accrue through the efforts of a land use planning agent. 
As a result Mr. John Willie arrived in St. George on March 12 , 1966 . 15 He 
was hired to assist each county or town individually as it saw fit to use his 
talents. Iron County did not join with the other counties in his use and has not 
done so in the three years he has been in the vicinity. Other cooperating counties 
and their towns rely heavily on his services . Mr. Willie was hired by the State 
Extension Service and his s alary is paid by that state agency . Each participating 
county contributes a per capita fee to pay his office and operating expenses. 16 
Kane County has been fortunate to have had the services since 1966 of 
a professional land use planning agent. Most of the improvements made by the 
counties in subdivision regulation and control have resulted directly from the 
recommendations of John Willie . The county, like other sparsely settled rural 
regions, has few citizens with the knowledge, time, or desire to thoroughly 
study local government operations, its needs and solutions. Kane County has 
relied heavily on Mr. Willie in matters of land use. He is "highly regarded" 
15Letter from John Willie, Utah State University Extension Service, 
Land Us e Planning Agent, February 17, 1969, p. 1. 
16Letter from Kane County Cle rk, March 12, 1969 , p. 2. 
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and does a "good job. ,l? In utili zing the experience of land use planners, in 
this case as in a ll others, it is necessary to adapt experience and training to 
existing circumstances. Due to the fact th at the emerging developments in 
Kane County are currently of a seasonal nature , livability in this particular 
setting may not be so vital now as is efficiency in the overall land use pattern. 
However , as more people develop their land and as its use is possibly extended 
into la ter fall and winter months, the livability of the area may become increas-
ingly important. The reason this is true is that with more landowners in thee 
area, "the actions of individuals or families, in search of more satisfying living 
conditions , have a random but cumulative effect of altering the land use problem 
,18 
Professional planners generally conduct studies of land use in combination 
with density or the desired population capacity of a land area. While It would 
seem absurd at this point to contemplate density studies in connection with Kane 
County's subdivision projects , the recognition of this concept by the local govern-
ing body now may well alleviate major future requirements and commitments. 
The more tightly people are grouped together in any given space, the more con-
flicts that develop. According to Mr. Willie, 
Certainly the subdivision activity in the entire 5-County area, 
the problems arising from this activity and becoming a major con-
cern with the County Commission, add a definite bearing on their 
17Ibid. , p . 2. 
18F. Stuar t Chapin, Jr . , Urban Land Use Planni ng (Urbana, Illinois : 
Univers · ty of lll inois Press, 1965), pp. 39-40 . 
interest in bringing planning consultants into this area. It is not 
uncommon for public officials to conduct "crisis ' planning. The 
subdivision activity in some parts of the 5-County, including Kane 
County, had reached critica l proportions . 19 
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Here is a good example of a governing body acting as a reaction to particular 
problems brought to their a ttention. Even though many subdivision plats had 
pr evious ly been approved by the Kane County Commission, it was not until 
September 1966, with the assistance of Mr . Willie, that a county subdivision 
ordinance was adopted. The developments approved prior to tbe enactment 
of this ordinance, with the problems they contain, a re virtually exempt from 
regulation under the county ordinance as outlined in Article 1, Section 4:00. 
The provisions of this Ordinance shall not apply to any lot or 
lots forming a part of the subdivision created and recorded prior to 
the effective date of this Ordinance unless said lots are hereafter 
proposed for further divisions or subdivision. Nor i s it intended 
by this Ordinance to r e peal·. abrogate, annul or in any way impair 
or interfere with existing provisions of other l aws or ordinances , 
except those specifically repealed by this Ordinance , or with private 
restrictions placed upon property by deed, covenant, or other private 
agreements , or with restrictive covenants running with the land to 
which the County is a party. Where this Ordinance imposes a 
greater restriction upon land than is imposed or required by such 
existing provisions of law, Ordinance, contract or deed , the pro-
visions of this Ordinance shall control where the final map is not 
recorded before the expiration date of the existing tentative map. 20 
The developments in Kane County are of a permanent, though seasonal, 
nature. The combination of an ever increasing population and the outlook for 
more leisure time for recreational pursuits would seem to indicate an Increasing 
19John Willie, L and Use Planning Agent , Fe brua-ry 17, 1969. 
20Ibid . 
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demand for the type of project emerging in the region. Reviewing the activity 
in this area over the past three to five year period leads one to believe that the 
s um mer , second-home type developments will have tremendous growth in the 
future so long as the people have more time and money on their hands . The fact 
that these projects are permanent means the problems they pose are also 
permanent so long as they remain unsolved. A few problems may be eradicated 
through proper planning and execution of the plan. Other problems , such as 
road maintenance, water pollution, policing, sewage and refuse disposal , will 
multiply as new developments are approved and as more demands for county 
services result from increased land sales. There would seem to be no escape 
from, nor substitute for, proper planning. 
The experienced government official will realistically acknowledge the 
inevitability of incurring expenses when projects such as these are locating 
within the confines of a geographic area under his jurisdiction. Local officials 
can no longer afford to ignore the fact that the time will come when the demands 
of the landowners--already being heard--will increase to such proportions that 
they must be acted on. The time is past when the county could benefit as much 
as possible from prior planning, but lack of sound planning now, for future 
operations, could prove so expensive so as to be beyond the ability of local 
governments to respond. It is the duty of the county officials to plan ahead 
for the time when the local government must use tax monies for services within 
subdivision areas . 
Many professional planners would advocate , as does George H. 
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Smeath, A I. P. , 21 the idea of encouraging the bulk of the subdivision activity 
to be carried on in existing cities and towns where s ervices and public facilities 
a lready exist. The argument here Is that: 
When the location or design of the subdivision Is a hazard 
to the watershed in which it is created, or when the project causes 
erosion with its losses of soil and muddying of streams , or when 
the home sites spill sewage effluent Into surface or underground 
water, or when the program scatters a few part-time residents 
over mountain meadows and along canyon streams and thus destroys 
the high mountains and valleys for the hundreds of thousands of the 
public--when these are the costs of subdivision activity the economy 
loses much more than it gains. 22 
The argument further stipulates that such developments, if carried on within 
existing towns--and this seems self-evident--could greatly reduce the demand 
for the extension of costly governmental services . In the case of Kane County, 
however, the development of new projects in existing towns would serve no 
constructive purpose whatever. The subdivisions exist and will continue to 
expand because they provide the l andowner· the opportunity to get away from 
the confines of urban llvlng. 
County regulations have specified many improvements to be made within 
the individual subdivisions but there are many landowners who desire as few 
improvements as possible, and this desire does not stem from the costs Involved. 
These people are not Interested in wide paved streets or curbs and gutters and 
sidewalks. They purchased their summer home sites to get away from the 
21
smeath, p. 7. 
22 
Ibid., p. 4 . 
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so-called asphalt jungle. 
Closely associated and often confused with planning is zoning. One 
authority indicates tha t most of the confusion surrounding the diffe rentiation 
between "planning" and "zoning" has resulted from the practice of adopting 
"zoning ordinances before embarking on full -scale planning. "23 Regre ttably, 
Utah still a llows such practices . "A county planning commission has the 
authority to pass a valid zoning ordinance prior to the adoption of a master 
plan . " 24 Zoning is perhaps the single most commonly used device available 
for implementing the land use plan of a governing body . Primarily used as 
a me ans for providing stable and enduring property values , zoning ordinances 
are playing an ever increasing role in protecting the public health , morals or 
genera l welfare of a particular locality ' s citizenry. 25 To be legally sound , 
the zoning regulations must "bear a reasonable and substantial relationship 
to these e nds or . . be found in violation of the 'due process ' clauses of 
state and federal constitutions . . . " 26 
23Goodman , p. 405 . 
24 Guernsey, (17-27-1- (2)) , p . 721. 
25Whyte, p. 36 . 
26 Goodman, p. 404 . 
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Perhaps the major distinction between a coul)ty's zoning ordinance 
and a subdivision ordinance , is that the former varies from area to area 
whereas the latter is uniform throughout the entire country . By enabling 
acts, various states transfer the power to zone to ei ther the local, county 
or regional level. Occasionally states authori ze all three types of zoning 
whereas other states restrict the power to the local level depending on the 
nature of development within the state and the system of land use control that 
would appear to be appropriate. Since effective zoning regulations must be 
consistent with other planning and regulatory measures, many of the newer 
state enabling acts allow or require the local planning committee to frame 
the initial zoning ordinance. Such is the case in Utah as seen in the following 
state statute: 
The county planning commission of any county may , and upon 
order of the board of county commissioners in any county having a 
county planning commission, shall make a zoning plan or plans for 
zoning all or any part of the unincorporated territory within such 
county, including both the full text of the zoning resolution or 
resolutions and the maps , and representing the recommendations 
of the commission for the regulation by districts or zones of the 
location, heights , bulk, and si ze of buildings or other structures, 
percentage of lot which m ay be occupied , the size of lots, courts , 
and other open spaces, the density and distribution of population, 
the location and use of buildings and structures for trade, industry, 
residence, recreation , public activities or other purposes, and the 
uses of land for trade, industry, recreation, or other purposes . 27 
In pursuing its authority to zone a county, a county commission 
is performing a legislative function and has wide discretion. The 
a ction of the zoning authority is endowed with a presumption of 
validity and the courts will not interfere with a commission action 
27 Guernsey , (17-27-9), p. 727. 
unless it clearly appears to be beyond its powe r or is unconsti-
tutional. 28 
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Zoning , as a tool of government, controls future private developme nt and is 
not r e troactive in na ture. The refore , it has little effect on a lready existing 
conditions. 
Kane County m ay have little need at present to become overly concerned 
with the idea of strict zoning. However , the rural nature of the county and its 
sparse population may mistakenly provide the impre ssion tha t a vast a rea of 
good open country still exists . The false impression is common knowledge to 
the local county officers who must cope with such problems . 
A seven member county zoning committee was appointed July 8, 1957. 29 
The County Commission that same day adopted and signed "Resolution No . 2" 
concerning "temporary zoning regulations," in which reference is made to a 
"county planning commission for the purpose of preparing , among other things, 
a zoning plan . ... " 30 The adoption of a comprehensive zoning resolution took 
place in J anuary 1958. 31 Both the temporary regulations and comprehensive 
resolutions resulted from the influx of pe ople. and activities linked with the con-
struction of the Glen Canyon Dam near the county's southeastern boundary . 
Zoned a reas included established communities and several proposed business 
28Jbid. ' (17-27-1-(1)), p. 721. 
29Kane County Commission, Minutes of the meeting of the Kane County 
Commissioners, July 8, 1957. 
30Resolution No. 2. Temporary Zoning Regulations. Adopted by the 
Board of County Commissioners of Kane County, Utah, This §. day of ,Ig!y, 1957. 
31 K ane County Clerk, March 12 , 1969. 
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and communi ty plots in the territory near the dam site . Mountain s ub-
divisions had not ye t begun to make their appearance and thus no attempt 
was made to zone such locations . In fact , in checking the original copy of the 
adopted resolution with its accompanying map, there are no indications of any 
changes ever having been made. Zoning is vital and one of the Important 
concepts that needs thorough coverage in the county master plan . 
The county, being rural in nature, must be concerned with preventing 
undesirable development and possible strain on law enforcement and health 
agencies. It must also be concerned with the encouragement of tourism as 
an industry. Many natural endowments of the county llend themselves to 
tourist appeal. 
That not all writers are convinced that zoning laws have been used 
effectively is evidenced by the following statement of William Whyte : 
In principle zoning Is invoked to protect the public ' s health, 
safety, morals, and general welfare, and under this rubric there 
would appear to be no limit to the forms of beneficial land control 
we could with invention contrive. In practice, zoning has so far 
been used principally for the protection of property interests . 
. . . Zoning is a tool that always seems on the brink of better 
days. Planners , who have a slant on zoning somewhat different 
from that of property owners, have been constantly pressing for 
a broader, more public-oriented application of zoning and with 
some success have been strengthening other variance of the police 
power such as the official map and the regulation of new develop-
ment. New forms of zoning are constantly being Invented, and in 
time , conceivably, they could be orchestrated into a regional 
design of considerable force but the prospect is doubtful. . . . 
In most communities , suburblas especially, it is an elaborate 
mechanism for insuring a satisfactory status quo or a future 
reasonably similar . 32 
32Whyte, p. 36. 
Perhaps even more vindictive Is the s lashing remark of Richard Babcock: 
Stripped of all planning jargon, zoning adminis tration Is 
exposed as a process under which isolated social and political 
units engage in highly emotional altercations over the use of 
l and, most of which are settled by crude tribal adaptions of 
medieval trial by fire, and a few of which are concluded by 
confused ad hoc injunctions of bewildered courts . 33 
In spite of such a ttacks, many different authors are expressing the ir views 
as to the positive side of zoning. In his book The Citizens Guide to Zoning, 
Herbert H. Smith quotes the Honorable Donald M. Waesche, Judge of the 
Superior Court of New Jersey: 
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Zoning ordinances, therefore, provide the only means by which 
the right to full enjoyment of property use can be protected against 
the prejudicial influences of other uses which do not constitute a 
nuisance. Consequently, valid zoning gives to a property owner, a 
right which did not exist before, that Is, the right to prevent use 
which is forbidden in the ordinance In other words, valid zoning 
ordinances create valuable property rights tha t did not exist prior 
to their adoption. . . . 34 
In rela ting zoning to planning Smith notes that though zoning ordinances have 
frequently been passed without benefit of planning, current thinking recognizes 
tha t good zoning is the effectuating tool of good planning and 
tha t a comprehensive plan should precede the zoning map and 
ordinance. It Is also recognized that they have separate and dis -
tinct purposes. Neither one will be able to truly achieve Its 
objective and purpose without the other. 35 
33Richard Babcock, The Zoning Game (Madison, Wisconsin: The 
University of Wisconsin, 1966), p. 154. 
34Herbert H. Smith, The Citizen's Guide to Zoning (West Trenton, 
New Jersey: Chandler-Davis Publishing Company, Hermitage Press , 1965), 
pp. 18-19. 
35Ibid .• p . 11. 
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When the subject of zoning arises tbe easy way out is to find a so-
called model ordinance or an ordinance which is in existence in another 
community near enough to what is needed to be copied. Obviously there is 
no such thing as a model zoning ordinance. No zoning ordinance could ever 
be written which would be applicable to all situations . A well written good 
sounding ordinance may have been highly effective in curbing pr oblems in 
one locality. Difficulties have arisen when this " solution" is passed off as 
being universally applicable. In order to obtain a workable solution each 
problem requires research related to that specific area alone. Kane County 
undoubtedly has problems common to surrounding counties. In addition, it 
has problems peculiar to it ' s particular region. Regulations must include 
a thorough study of such pecularities in order to best assist the implementation 
of any plan. 
Zoning, in order to be effective, must be adaptive to meet each 
locality's problems. An ordinance which has not been individually prepared 
cannot do this. This does not say that model provisions cannot be provided 
or that some of the basic principles cannot be set fortb in a prototype of 
model fashion. It is well known that zoning is the means of achieving a logical 
pattern of land use development. Without zoning, land use development will be 
haphazard and hodgepodge. Zoning determines land patterns and thus land 
values. The real estate property tax base plays a vital role in providing the 
revenue to support services. As these land patterns are organi zed, either 
sensibly or insensibly, they will in turn affect land values . 
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Master Plan 
It is hoped that the master plan for Kane County will include a realistic 
enumeration of this county ' s problems and an equally realistic proposition as to 
the best s olution. A vital key to the control of these new developments will be 
the implementation of the master plan once it is completed. It is well recogni zed 
that many problems exist with regards to the present subdivisions but utilization 
of professional planning for all future operations will hopefully mini mi ze the 
carry-over of problems fro m one subdivision to another . ft must be understood 
that any master plan may not be the answer to all problems. Stuart Chapin 
states, 
... It is startling to note how many master plans are developed 
without reference to the locality' s financial ability for carrying them 
out. Master plans that are not carefully scaled to long-range esti-
mates of local revenues, expenditures, and the debt structure of the 
community have limited utility, and their land development proposals 
tend to become ineffectual control mechanisms. 36 
The fact is there are those who view the whole planning sys te m with alarm. 
One critic is Professor John Reps who spoke at the National Planning Conference 
of the American Society of Planning Officials in Houston, Texas, April 3, 1967. 
He s aid, 
Nowhere in this country can one find a major city or a major 
sector of a major city which in the present era has been developed 
as planned. It is not a case of an occasional departure from an 
officially adopted plan. It is not even a situation where a majori ty 
of cities do not grow as planned. It is, rather , a record of com-
plete and consistent failure. There is obviously something wrong 
36
c hapin, pp. 51:1-59 . 
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with a planning system which never works as we say it should. We 
are be ing dishone st with ou r selves and our clients--the community 
at large--when we think, talk, or wri te otherwise. 37 
J . E. Deuscher , however , spe aks more favorably about planning as he quotes : 
"A survey of 144 planned communities undertaken by the Urganism Committee 
to the Nationa l Resources Committee . .. indicates the unmistakable success 
of planning. n 38 In many respects the period following the introduction of the 
Kane County master plan will be a t leas t as important as the planning phase 
itself. "No matter how well done the master plan m ay be it will only be as good 
as the people of the county acting through their duly e lected officials make it. " 39 
Kane County' s current planning commission was established July 25, 
1968. The new board was appointed to deal with subdivisions and to a llow the 
county to qualify for federal grant-in-aid funds to be used in the preparation 
of a county master plan. This grant wa s obtained through the Utah State 
Planning Coordinator from the Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
with federal participation totalling $22,740. 40 It can be hoped tha t a good plan 
and act ive implementation will work toward solving many existing and e merging 
county problems and fur ther hoped that since the federal funds were obtained 
37 William R. Ewald, Jr . (Ed. ). Environment and Change--The Next 
Fifty Years (Bloomington, Indi ana : Indiana University Press, 1968) , p. 218. 
38J. E . Beuscher , Land Use Controls--Cases and Materials, Third 
Edition (Madison ; Wisconsin:-· The ·Coilege .Printing and Typing Company , 
1964), p. 155. 
39 Letter from John C. Willie , J anuary 17 , 1969 , p. 4. 
4
°Kane County Cle rk, Mar c h 12, 1969 . 
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the county planning commiss ion will not now become a do- nothing agency. 
T he county is not allowed to pos sess a mas ter plan detrimenta l to othe r 
governmental districts . Nevertheless loca l gove r nments have subs tantia l 
authority through Utah enabling acts . 
Before finally adopting and certifying any plan, eithe r master 
or zoning, the planning commission, regional , county or district, 
making such plan, shall submit such plan to the state planning com-
mission for advice and recommendations . The state planning com-
mission shall, within 30 days after such submission, present its 
advices and criticisms in respect to such plan. Such advices and 
criticisms shall be advisory only and the commission submitting 
such plan shall not be bound thereby. If such advices and criticisms 
have not been pre sented within such period of 30 days, the approval 
of such plan by the state planning commission shall be presumed. 41 
It can be hoped that the s tate planning commission will thoroughly study the 
master plan in case regulations omitted or incorrect were not brought to the 
a ttention of county government officials . 
Population Projections 
In attempting to analyze the needs of the county and prepare for them, 
the county commission, county planning commission and the professional 
planners preparing the master plan, should take into consideration the current 
and projected population of the county. Fortunately a recent study provides 
these groups with much of this information. 42 Data about the county' s probable 
population is essential in making plans and setting up programs for the total 
41
auernsey , (17-2 7- 20), p. 736 . 
42There l R . Black, Jewell J . Rasmussen, and Frank C. Hachman, 
Population Projections--Utah and Utah's Counties . (Salt Lake City, Utah: 
Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah, December 1967). 
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development of the county. The population study actually contains two projec-
tions for Kane County. Regardless of which is being analyzed, It should be 
noted here that projections are not predictions . There is, of course, a sub-
stantial difference. The projections shown below "ar e estimates of likely 
popula tions under specified and reasonable assumptions about past trends and 
future developments . "43 
In projecting the population of Kane County from 1970 to the year 2020, 
the authors of the study extended these figures : 
Year 
1970 
1975 
1980 
2000 
2020 
Projected Population 44 
2,700 
3 , 000 
11 , 000 
12 ; 000 , 
13,000 
The figures for the years 198 0, 2000, and 2020 a re based on the assumption 
that the Kaiparowltz Plateau coal project is "well underway, " and half of the 
resultant new population resides In Kane County. Should the Kalparowltz coal 
development not develop as anticipated , the projected population would be: 
Year 
1980 
2000 
2020 
Projected Population 4 5 
3,300 
4, 000 
5, 000 
The need for extensive planning, It would seem, is very self-evident as a 
result of these projected figures. 
43Jbid. , p. 3. 
44
Ibid. ' p . 4 7. 
45Ibid. 
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The possibility exists tha t Kane County w!ll experience a growth in 
population of more than 265 percent within a five year period of time. Should 
this great Influx occur, It will do so during the next decade . To assume that 
problems could possibly be handled as they developed during a time of growth 
of this magnitude is sheer fantasy, or at best totally unrealistic . The poss!b!llty 
exists that such an influx will not take place, but the present chances are equally 
good one way as they are the other. The point to be made clear is that the 
county government will likely pay a very heavy price should it fail to plan and 
prepare for the future. The emerging subdivisions of this study should be of 
vital importance to the officials of the county, granted, but these developments 
are not the sole reason a master plan will be of great value in the proper 
expansion of the county. The need for a county wide plan has become very 
apparent during the past decade as a result of considerable interest shown in 
Kane County's vast coal resources . 
Kaiparowitz Coal 
Since the Kaiparowitz Coal Project will greatly affect the entire county , 
it demands consideration at this time. Not only will the local economy be stimu-
lated by this undertaking, but the subdivision developments under analysis In 
this study will feel expanded pressure as a result of the expected Influx of 
permanent residents should the present schedule be followed . This coal project 
is an excellent example of the potential of Kane County and surrounding areas. 
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It is the large st coalfield in southwestern Utah , with the greatest coal reserves 
cove ring portions of central Kane and southwe stern Garfie ld Counties . With 
individual coal seams va rying from " 5 1/ 2 feet to 15 1/2 feet" in thickne ss , it 
has proven difficult to assess the coal reserves of the Kaiparowitz, Fie ld due 
to the " large area of the field and the lack of geologic control data on the number, 
46 
thickness , extent, and quality of the coal seams . " More thorough studies may 
r eveal even greater reserves, however , one estimate has placed them a t three 
billion tons of bituminous coal--in this field alone. 47 
Also with future possibilities in the Kanab Coalfield covering some 200 
square miles in Northwe stern Kane County. Although this coalfield has not 
l a tely received the intere st given the Kaiparowitz Plateau, it is of interest 
because it contains " a t le ast 1, 772 million tons of Sub-bituminous B , Sub-
bituminous A , and high-volatile Bituminous C coal. . . . " Further, 
The topography of the Kanab Field is relatively flat. The 
le ased lands extend from the coal outcrops to points where the 
overburden is approximately 100 feet in thickness . Convenient 
areas for spoil piles are present and the coal seams are thick 
and of good quality . It appears that no excess water will be 
present in the pits . The coal will require hauling only a short 
distance to an excellent power plant site and it is unlikely that a 
coal-washing plant will be required. Physical conditions indicate 
near ideal stripping . 48 
46 Frank C. Hachman, Craig Bigler , Douglas C. W. Kirk, and Rodger 
Weaver. Utah Coal--Market Potential and Economic Impact (Salt Lake City, 
Utah: Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah, September . 
1968), pp. 13 and 16. 
47Ibid. , p . 17. 
48 Ibid. 
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There is an estimated 300 million short tons of strippable coal present in Utah, 
the maj ority of which occurs in this deposit. 49 
.. . Although the coal is well suited for use In a ste am 
e lectrical generating plant, there is not sufficient surface water 
in the a r ea for mine-mouth generation unle ss a dry cooling tower 
is used . It is claimed, however, that there is enough water avail-
able for coal movement out by a pipeline slurry. 50 
The Kaiparowitz enterprise is a coal-fired electrical generation project , 
and, if developed, will have a large economic impact on the entire state and 
vast gross benefits for the Kane County economy . This proposed project is a 
joint venture by the Resources Company, Associated Southern Inves tment 
Company and New Albion Resources Company, all of which are wholly-owned 
subsidiaries of Ari zona and California utility companies. 
As a result of the burgeoning population of the Southwestern United 
States , it is little wonder that new powe r sources are being sought. Nation-
wide production of electricity has doubled every ten ye ars for several decades . 
"In the next 10 years utilities will install as much generating capacity as had 
been installed from the first commercial plant in 1880 to the present time. "51 
Southern California Edison Company, servicing part of the locality to which 
Kaiparowitz power would go, claims it needs to double its capacity every eight 
52 years. 
49Ibid. 
J) Oibid. 
51
Ibid.' 
52 Ibid. , 
p. 50. 
p. 54. 
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The Kaiparowitz complex, should it deve lop on schedule, would 
require the mining of more than fourteen and a half million tons of coal 
annually. Between 1 , 750 and 2, 300 workers would be employed in coal pro-
duction alone, and the electrical generation on the shores of Lake Powell 
would require approximately 150 additional employees . Over a 15 year 
period , the construction payroll is estimated at $95 million, and the yearly 
payroll to the generation and production workers has been estimated at $20 
million. 
These are only the basic impacts on employment and income, 
and when the indirect and induced income and employment effects 
a re projected for servicing the basic industry, the population and 
household income impacts on Kane County are phenomenal. 53 
This project has been stalled for many months due to the Interior Department's 
fa ilure to act on an application for the a lloca tion of Colorado River water for 
the generating plant. The water in question was part of the Colorado River 
water granted to Utah by the Upper Colorado Rive r Compact, and had been 
a llocated to the project by the state water engineer in 1965. In an a ttempt to 
"prod" the Depa rtment of Interior into activity, Utah Republican Senator 
Wallace F. Bennett recently chastised the department for its lack of action. 
A Washington news release sta ted: 
The Interior Department was blamed by Senator Wallace F. 
Bennett (R-Utah) Wednesday for the lack of progress on the proposed 
660-million dollar coal mining operation and Kaiparowitz Power Plant 
for Utah's Kane County. 
53Ibid. , p. 136. 
In a letter to Interior Secretary Stewart L. Udall, the Utah 
Republican asked the department to "reassess" its stand on the 
negotiations with the Resources Company, composed of three 
Southwest priva te utilities, which he said has been deadlocked 
for nearly three years. 
"Basically the question resolves itself as to whether Utah 
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or the federal government has the right to s ay what our state will 
do with its share of its Colorado River water. I believe the federal 
government stand is presumptious in asserting authority over our 
water use . 
"I am dismayed that, despite assurances from the Interior 
Department as early as 1965 and as late as this spring, that 
negotiations would be resolved speedily, the water right control 
is still being negotiated in the field, with major roadblocks yet 
to be hurdled. 
"The water in question is 102,000 acre-feet officially allocated 
to the Kaiparowitz Power Project by the Utah state Engineer in 
September, 1965. Under terms of the agreement with the state, 
the three-company combination participating in the project must get 
this by 1970 or lose the contract with Utah for the water." 
The senator said ... the daily cost in mining and prospecting 
the coal is estimated at $239,000 of which $6, 000 would be in wages 
and·salaries. 54 
Concerning this vital aspect of local development, and in response to a 
recent letter from the editor of the Southern Utah News, Kane County ' s weekly 
newspaper, Mr. Elton H. Buell, vice president of Resources Company, indi-
cated that approximately one million dollars had already been expended on the 
exploratory program covering the Kaiparowitz Plateau reserves held jointly 
by the three participating companies. Mr. Buell further added: 
In order to justify the construction of power generating 
facilities of the magnitude which the indicated reserves might 
support, the participants must first prove not only that the nec-
essary amount of coal can be obtained from the deposit over the 
lifetime of the power facilities but must also be able to provide a 
54 The Salt Lake Tribune, Volume 197, No. 95, July 18 , 1968, Section 
B, p. 10. 
considerable degree of assurance as to the cost in terms of cents 
per million btu of fuel value delivered to the prospective power 
plant for the lifetime of the operation. 
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The additional work and studies required for such proof are 
fairly costly. Since an adequate supply of cooling water Is essential 
to the economics of the proposed power plant, the participating 
companies cannot justify proceeding with the necessary additional 
effort until an adequate supply of cooling water has been assured. 
Negotiations are nearly completed on a water contract between 
the project participants and the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation. This 
contract will provide for withdrawal from the Lake Powell facility 
of the water which was allocated by the Utah Sta te Engineer in his 
decision of September 3, 1965. When this contract is completed, 
the way will be clear for Kaiparowitz project participants to proceed 
with the necessary exploration and analyses required to define the 
over-all economics of the project. . . . 55 
The extensive coverage of this proposed project was included to give insigh t 
into the complex problems that may well face Kane County officials and citizens 
in the next decade, and to serve as an example as to why short, medium and 
long-range planning is such an important aspect of local government. It i s 
very evident that such planning is becoming increasingly important as a means 
wher eby local government can cope with its mushrooming proble ms . 
Evidence of the importance the state government places on this complex 
deve lopment is House J oint Resolution Number 23 sponsored in the 1969 session 
of the Utah Legislature by Representatives Atkin and Mitchell. 56 The joint 
r esolution called on "The President of the United States, the Secretary of the 
Interior, and the Congress of the United States to promote and facilitate the 
Kaiparowitz Coal Proj ect and Lake Powell Development. " It further stated 
55 
southern Utah News, Volume 37, No . 48 , March 6, 1969 , p. 9. 
56 Appendix A. 
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that "private enterpr ise has s igned contracts and is ready to develop the area 
as s oon as the Federal Government and the Secretary of the Interior in 
particular permit, . .. . " This resolution called on the President, the Interior 
Secretary, and the Congress " to honor past commitments made , to take a 
positive view toward the future, and to further and to assist in the development 
of this potentially rich, economically depressed areas. n 57 
In the final analysis, three principal types of factors will determine 
whether or not this specific coal deposit will be developed: the characteristics 
of the coal itself, the characteristics of the deposit , dictating mining methods ; 
and the location of the deposit with respect to the destination. 
57 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROBLEMS--VIEWPOJNTS AND SOLUTIONS 
Substantial data for this study was obtained during the summer of 1968 
as a result of the author's working in the close vicinity of the emerging develop-
ments . Attempts to obtain sufficient additional information and opinion from 
selected officials by mail during the fall and winter proved only partially 
successful. The author had discussed subdivision problems wi th several 
developers a t their subdivision proje cts in September 1968, but efforts by 
mail to obtain the opinions and viewpoints of other sele cted subdividers pro-
duced little r esponse. 1 
Due to the lack of written responses, the author traveled to Southern 
Utah in mid-December 1968 to interview various county officials. In conjunction 
to personal interviews, the au thor reques ted county officials to respond to a 
written questionnaire. 2 Pertinent responses are r eferred to through the 
remainder of this chapter. 
The November 1968 e lections had resulted in the defeat of two Incumbent 
county commissioners. The one newly designated commissioner this author 
personally contacted fe lt any response at tha t time would be premature. The 
1
see Appendix B. 
2See Appendix C. 
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commissioner not running for re-election was vis ited and agreed to fill out 
and return a questionnaire left by the au thor . For some unknown reason this 
questionnaire was not returned, and a late r request by mail brought no r esponse, 
however the commissioner had previously discussed the subdivisions with the 
author and a telephone interview r ecently provided additional m aterial. 3 
It is unfortuna te that the personal interviews were conducted during 
the "off season" or winter months . During this period of time, the seasonal-
type developments ar e deserted and the problems appear somewhat r e mote 
and removed when compared to the activity during the summer months. The 
restructuring of the county commission during the last e lection , hopefully, will 
result in more active planning in order to be tter cope with present and future 
issues. 
The written comments by some county officers would indicate a 
desire on their part to more closely regulate s ubdivision activity. One such 
official , responding to a written questionnaire , indicated the need for public 
awareness of the good and bad aspects of the projects and subsequent support 
for " the proper development of this activity. "4 No definition is given as to 
what "proper" development entails. A second respondent Indicated a preference 
for a full time professional person to study each e merging ar ea and assist in 
future decisions . His feeling was that members of committees "are r eally 
3Mer>:ill MacDonald , Te leplione interview, April 5, 1969. 
4Kane County Asses sor . Questionnaire , p. l. 
not acquainted with the situation. "5 The " interest" of the subdivider and 
more careful "on-site" evaluation was stressed as a means of weeding out 
those who are subdividing for speculation purposes only. 6 
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As analyzed by the author, the above statements and others contained 
in the questionnaires completed and returned by county representatives would 
signify a growing awareness of the enormity of the accumulated problems 
presented by the emerging developments . Regarding the over-all development 
of subdivisions in the county, the responses of the county officials seemed to 
indicate a favorable attitude. 
Emphasis was placed on the higher elevation developments , by one 
e lected official, as providing current benefits to the county. He felt the sub-
divisions in the eastern part of the county were primarily speculative in 
nature with little or no "potential in the next ten to twenty years . "7 More 
enthusiastic was the response of the county assessor who declared : "This 
phase of recreational development is the biggest potential for substantial 
and worthwhile growth that Kane County has at the present time. "8 
There seemed little enthusiasm on the part of respondents to a question 
regarding the desirability of joint studies with either or both state and federal 
5Kane County Sheriff, Questionnaire, p. 1. 
6Kane County Clerk, Questionnaire, p. 1. 
7Ibid. 
8Kane County Assessor, Questionnaire, p. 1. 
agencies. The United States Forest Service and Utah State Fish and Game 
Commission are logical partners, with the county, in pertinent studies . 
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Water pollution and refuse disposa l would seem likely areas of common con-
cern. Reaction to the proposal of joint research was varied. The idea was 
offered that there is as yet insufficient development to cause state and federal 
agencies much concern. A second opinion, based on past experience, notes 
that when mutual undertakings are attempted, the other levels of government 
tend to dictate the entire program. Perhaps efforts would prove more fruitful 
if broader interest groups participated. 
There has been no attempt to place a priority on the following problems 
and their coverage. What would seem most relevant to one person might well 
be relegated to a lesser position by another. Therefore the order of appear-
ance and depth of coverage are not intended to do more than indicate the 
seriousness and complexity of the many problems currently facing the political 
leaders of Kane County. 
The author has included as much material as he was able to discover. 
Such was his intention, and his efforts were well spent if he has been able to 
include new or additional information to those who are becoming increasingly 
concerned with the problems arising as a result of the emergence of rural sub-
divisions. 
Taxes and Services 
Kane County ' s subdivisions are numerous and widespread. At present 
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they constitute a growing source of additional tax dollars . But how long can 
the one directional dollar flow from the subdivision taxpayer to the county 
treasury be maintained? 
In reality, the emergence of rural subdivis ions and their problems 
often began very innocently. A local farmer or r anche r sold a few acres of 
his land. This legal transaction mi.ght well happen ever y day. As these few 
acres began to sprout scattered deve lopments , however, local government 
found most of these areas extraordinarily expensive to service. To ta ke care 
of this additional burden, the loca l taxes had to be raised, and this in turn 
prompted landowners to sell more lots. What started out Innocently enough 
had now become a vicious cycle. 
Whe r e the land being subdivided Is good agricultural or grazing land, 
the farmer or rancher is understandably opposed to residential development--
even of a seasonal nature . Subdivisions require land that might otherwise be 
used for r aising food or fiber . The landowner is mindful of the money he might 
possibly gain by selling off his land for development purposes , but he usually 
prefers to continue farming or r anching. 
Owners of land usually have a price. He feels he is paying an unfair 
proportion of local taxes, and that if the assessors continue raising the valuation 
of the land to match its rising market price, he will be forced to sell. "If you 
want me to help keep the countryside," he says, "you are going to have to 
help me get a tax break. " This argument has some recognizable holes in it. 
The landowner is not against the ris ing market price of his land , only 
assessments that r ecogni ze it , and his tax-re form proposals do not include 
any restrictions on his selling out when it suits him. 9 
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That the county has thus fa r benefited from these developments can 
be easily seen. At the end of 1968, thirty-four10 specific subdivisions covered 
1, 134. 49 acres in various parts of the county. 11 Had these areas been assessed 
(for taxing purposes) as grazing land, their combined assessed valuation would 
not have exceeded $3, 500. 12 As a result of their having bsen approved for sub-
division activi ty , and the tax base changed from grazing to residential, these 
s ame widely scattered acres , at the end of 1968, carried an assessed valuation 
of $199, 880 t13 
It is interesting to note the following statement of one author concerning 
s e rvices and taxes : 
Contrary to opinion, what most people demand in the way of 
services as citizens !s generally dissociated from their attitude 
as tax payers . In a formal sense an improvement, a service, or 
a control can easily be voted in, yet, even when price tags are 
attached , for example in general obligation bond issues, few people 
associate the desired change with needed compensatory advances in 
the tax r a te . We cannot overlook the fact that few people connect 
9Whyte, p. 23. 
10 These thirty-four projects constitute, most, but not all, subdivisions 
approved by the county commission. 
11
see Table 4, page 12. 
12This figure roughly approximates an assessed valuation tax r a te 
of $3 pe r acre although the author was informed the average for grazing would 
be nearer $2 per acre. 
13See Table 4, page 12. 
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their demands for governmental actions with the costs involved. 14 
Fiscal capabilities of any governmental unit limit the extent to which controls 
are employed in any localtty. This is very obvious in Kane County when con-
sideration is given to the actual supervision and inspection of regulations and 
requirements as outlined within the county subdivision ordinance. Few counties 
have a full complement of field investigators required for the enforcement of 
such regulatory measures as building codes, fire , housing, sanitation, and 
zoning ordinances . Accordingly budgetary appropriations affect the locality's 
abili ty to enforce regulatory measures and thus the extent of control exercised. 
It may not appear financially feasible to employ sufficient personnel at 
this level to personally oversee every activity. The fact remains that certain 
operations left unsupervised will require greater county participation and control 
in the future due to the cumulative nature of the operation. Water pollution, 
and sewage and refuse disposal will all directly affect the future of the sub-
divisions. When considering fiscal matters, the balance sheet is important, 
but so too is the public interest. That is the main reason so much stress has 
been placed on planning by knowledgeable county leaders. These leaders must 
decide on the public temperament and the future level support such temperament 
will demand. 
Safety and Health 
Safety and health requirements are very often linked together . Regu-
lations covering housing , building codes, sanitation and health provide basic 
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descriptive definitions as to the public inte rest. Such regulations usually pro-
vide strong individual restraints to prevent conditions Injurious or hazardous 
to the entire development. 
Inasmuch as county fiscal resources are extremely limited, the county 
commission has the de licate operation of portioning out available resources to 
those departments where they feel the money will be best used. Limita tion on 
the ability of local government to finance all desirable controls necessitates 
limiting the budgets of many departments. All too often these limits are made 
in just such departments as supervision and Inspection of health and safety 
activities . If no major health problem exists , it seems much easier to " trim 
the budget" in the health agency than, say, in the road department where there 
is never sufficient financi al support. 
It would appear tha t Kane County must undertake immediate programs 
to properly oversee the safe ty and health problems of emerging subdivisions. 
Such programs are necessary for each problem area to have proper supervision 
and to be aware of situa tions that could rapidly deteriorate. In planning for the 
health and safety of all of Its citi zenry, county officials should be aware of two 
relatively new ideas . First, not only is the physical health and safety of 
major concern, but increasing emphasis is being placed on mental and emo-
tional well-being. Secondly, considerable attention is given to Improved 
health and safety by planning and constructing it into the physical environment. 
"In other words, contemporary thinking centers more on what is optimum or 
desirable than what is minimum or adequate in the inter est of health and 
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safety. " 15 
The Utah State Division of Health requires prior approval of plans 
and specifications--at the state level--only when a subdivision contains public 
wa ter or public sewage disposal systems. As has been previously pointed 
out , many emerging developments have neither of these. Individual home 
sewage disposal facilities must meet certain state specifications , "but enforce-
ment of these regulations rests at local level, and plans for individual instal-
lation need not have prior approval by the State Division of Health. Such prior 
approval may be required locally. " 16 The unsettling part of the State health 
regulations is the delegation of enforcement to the local governmental units 
which, all too often, have neither the personnel nor the finances to properly 
oversee such activities . In projects such as are developing in Kane County, 
on-site inspection of each house or mobile-home is essential to enforce the 
regulations on sewage disposal. This type inspection is no small nor 
inexpensive undertaking considering the widely scattered developments. 
Land use planning agent, John Willie has indicated his belief that, 
One of the biggest wea knesses in the present ordinance admini-
stration is the area of water and waste disposal . . . We are con-
tinually looking for better methods of waste disposal and particularly 
in areas where water is scarce, waste disposal in a sanitary manner 
becomes more difficult. This is another area where much yet 
remains to do even though the present ordinance gives the latitude 
15Ibid. , p. 41. 
16
utah State Division of Health, General Information Regarding Housing 
Subdivision, Revised 1968, p. 1. 
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to require stringent measures, good conscience on the part of the 
commissioners . .. 17 
precludes the commissioners from ove r reacting. 
Mr. Willie further indicated that water and wastewater development 
problems are apt to get worse before they get better. The need is obvious , 
depending on soil types and building density , for additiona l regulation of waste 
disposal in hillside subdivisions--with numerous developments in Kane County 
in this category. In densely populated areas, landslides and soil erosion are 
of major concern along with concern for health . In fact, sewage disposal by 
means other than septic tank is required in such thickly populated areas. 18 
Roads and Policing 
Road maintenance and policing are two areas in which county officials 
will soon feel the obliga tion to actively participate. Local officials tend to 
agree that county participation is inevitable but differ in their approach to the 
problem or degree to which they now feel obligated. Insofar as the road 
foreman is concerned, it is just a matter of time before the county will "be 
obligated and pressured into upgrading and improve" subdivision roads. 19 
He feels the county is lucky to have escaped road maintenance thus far, and 
feels that when it is begun on one development it will be expected and deserved 
17 Letter from John Willie, January 17, 1969, p. 2. 
18Goodman, p. 476 . 
19 
Letter from Kane County E.oad Forem an, February B, 1959, p. 1. 
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by the others . Realizing these ar e his opinions and not those of the county 
commission, whose orders he must follow, the fore man (eels the master plan 
will answer many questions relating to road activity . 20 The Kane County 
Subdivision Ordinance road requirements are des igned to provide roads of 
such standard that they will be eligible for state class " B" support funds when 
they are accepted by the county. 
County officials felt taxpayers ' money should not be used to improve 
an area for speculation merely because it was designated a subdivision. Lack 
of county funds prevents current participation on the part of the county , and , in 
fact, the opinion was expressed that all of the county road budget could be spent 
within the existing developments. 21 Planning for the future , an action seemingly 
little used at any level of government , was expressed as the means to be used In 
a lleviating problems, "and not merely wait until it is forced upon us . 1122 
The need for property protection will continue as long as the develop-
ments exist. An additional county law officer , exclusively for subdivision 
patrol, would be of grea t value during the months when the projects are 
accessible. Several months of each year, however, such patrol activity would 
be unnecessary. There would undoubtedly be local opposition to the idea of 
expending county dollars for the benefit of such a small segment of the county 
landowners who leave their property deserted for long periods of time. 
20Ibid. , p. 1. 
2~ane County Clerk, Questionnaire, p. 2. 
22Ibid. 
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Nevertheless , the need does exist for property protection . Perhaps 
the present answer lies in some type of self-protection. An example of this 
would be the employing of a full time watchman by the property owners of 
several neighboring developments . A watchman could make regular inspections 
of the property owned by his employers . In case of damage or obvious theft, 
the county sheriff and the property owner could be notified immediately. It is 
probable that some cases of theft currently go undetected for several months. 
Up to the point the watchman would be over extended, and thus not effective, 
the more property owners that participated, the less the individual cost should 
be for such a program. In a rural county such as Kane, a program of this type 
would seem very realistic . This author believes there would be no lack of 
honest, competent, year-round residents that could be employed for this 
responsible position. 
A local resident, as comparable to a subdivision landowner, would 
seem logical for several reasons. First, he would be available on a full time 
basis. The winter snows would normally provide natural protection from 
November or December through April or May, but a man employed from a 
nearby community could be on the scene whenever the weather allows. Second, 
in connection with the idea above, very few subdivision landowners spend more 
than two to four weeks in residence, and, therefore, would be unavailable for 
such activity. Few landowners appear prior to June and even those who would 
spend the summer a r the development would likely depart by late September or 
early October. Those who tow in a mobile home for the summer months will 
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most likely take their trailer when they depart In the fall. 
Both mobile homes and permanent dwellings are vulnerable to 
pilferage or malicious damage while left vacant dur ing the summer months, 
but permanent houses currently are also convenient for thievery one or two 
months before and two to three months after most any landowner would be In 
residence. There are undoubtedly cases ea.ch year , within the unwatched sub-
divisions, where thefts that have occurred In the fall are not discovered until 
the following summer. 
In case of trouble of any sort, a "local" watchman would know the 
fastest method of contacting the proper authorities . This Is Important for 
investigation purposes and it is beneficia l to the property owner to have his 
losses verified by local law enforcement officers . The county sheriff Indica ted 
to this author that he is contacted by Insurance companies each summer and 
r equested to verify reports of thefts of which the sheriff's office has had no 
prior knowledge . 23 
Another valuable aid to loca l enforcement authorities would be some 
method of quickly locating individual building lots In each development. At 
present, the county has a record of only those landowners who have paid for 
land purchased from a subdivider. Land purchased on a contract basis, of 
course , remains deeded to the Individual subdivision until paid for; therefore 
no record is acquired by the county of these transactions . A substantial 
23Kane County Sheriff, Personal interview, December 10, 1968. 
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majority of landholders would fall in the latter category. 
As previously mentioned, .:even in cases of extreme emergency, the 
sheriff has difficulty locating an individual or family In many of the already 
existing projects. Whether the development has forty building lots scattered 
24 25 
over Jro-acres or 279 parcels covering 213 acres, the lots are generally 
scattered on tree covered hillsides. Many homeowners will further secrete 
themselves by placing their house, cabin or trailer so as to insure their 
greatest privacy. In other words, they attempt to conceal themselves In the 
trees s o as to be out of sight of a passerby. 
Previous experience Indicates the frustrating and time consuming 
experience this can prove to be when attempl{l are made to locate or contact 
someone. A solution to this particular problem, promulgated by the county 
sheriff, would be to require each subdivider to provide a central location in 
his development to serve as headquarters.' The set-up would not need be 
extensive nor elaborate. All that would really be needed would be a weather 
protected map of the development showing the Individual landowner and his 
lot number. The lot number Is very significant since virtually all projects 
list their spaces by number. The over-all map is necessary due to the type 
of topography, and the Inability of uniformly laying out the developments. 
All landowners , whether purchasing land on contract or not, would 
have to be listed to make effective use of such a scheme. Such a system could 
24Bryce Woodland Estates , Unit 2 . 
25 Little Ponderosa Ranch. 
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easily be constructed so as to allow landowners, should they desire, to indi-
cate helpful information such as departure time when they exit the develop-
ment, their proposed destination--if known--and estimated time of return. 
The beneficial aspects of such information are quite apparent. 
In a city where streets are laid out in numerical sequence, there is 
little trouble locating a particular place. However, once a person has wasted 
minutes or hours attempting to locate an individual in a mountain subdivision, 
even though successful, he wou ld readily agree to the feasibility of a system 
similar to the one described here. 
Actually, the county could provide an inexpensive, useful service now 
by strategically placing a few signs showing the best route to follow to gain 
entrance to a specific project. Many developments are loca ted off county or 
United States Forest Service roads and have a single entrance and exit. 
The author is well aware of the efforts expended by relatives or friends 
as they have attempted to locate a person or party in the area under discussion. 
During the summers of 1966, 1967 and 1968, the author worked in a family 
store located in the mountains of Northern Kane County, in the midst of the 
rural development activity. He has many times personally assisted trave lers 
trying to locate a particular person, party, area, or subdivision. 
There can be no question but what the development of additional water 
supplies would, in almost all cases, expedite the sale of land parcels to Individ-
uals. However, hundreds of home-sites have been sold that are "dry" in the 
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respe ct that there is no public wate r supply and no such wate r was promised 
nor guar anteed by the developer. 
As has been pointed out previous ly, it would seem to this author to 
be totally unrealistic to r equi re running wa ter to be piped into each home or 
building site. The extreme cold winters would necessitate draining water 
lines each fall. The county may have already thought of ftS possible involve-
ment in such activity. The fact is that when most of the land within the sub-
divisions has been sold, the majority of the subdividers will probably move 
to other areas. Past experience indicates that whereas most landholders now 
request county services or other services through the developers, once they 
are gone the property owners will turn to the county with their demands. As 
Mr. John Willie has stated: 
After the land is subdivided the responsibility would , of 
necessity, fall on the county to drain these lines in the fall, charge 
them in the spring and maintain them in a usable condition through-
out the summer. This becomes an urban service which rural 
counties such as Kane are ill equipped and financially unable to 
provide. 26 
It can easily be seen that , while water is a vita lly necessary element of every 
day life, it can become very expensive to develop and maintain even in m any 
cases where it is readily available . 
There have been two studies conducted pertaining to Western Kane 
County' s water availability. Water-Resources Bulletins 5 (1964)27 and 8 
26
r..etter from J ohn Willie , Februar y 17 , 1969 , p. 2. 
27Harry D. Goode , Water-Resources Bulletin 5 (1964) . Reconnaissance 
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(1966)28 by Harry D. Goode, 29 provide indepth examina tions of much of the 
western portion of the county. A small slice of land, eastward from the 
western county line, and extending the height of the county, was not included 
in either study, and many existing developments are located in the section 
not studied. 
For the purpose of thi s paper, however, the available data probably 
provide sufficient materia l. The examinations completed by Dr . Goode indi-
ca te little surface water available. Almost without exception, the existing 
springs and wells, on priva te property, have long been filed on by early live-
stock raisers. A limited number of these water sources have passed from 
the ranchers to the developers with the transfer of land. 
Dr. Goode indica ted that proper development of existing seeps and 
springs could likely result in a substantial amount of additional water. 30 
However, in assessing the production and demand on the East Fork of the 
Virgin River, whose headwa ters and downstream bed are located in the 
western part of the county , Goode indicated that existing water rights granted 
of Water of a Part of Western Kane County, Utah. (Salt ' Lake City, Utah: Utah 
Geological and Mineralogica l Survey, and Utah Water and Power Board, 1964. 
28Harry D. Goode, Water-Resources Bulletin 8(1966). Second 
Reconnaissance of Water Resources in Western Kane County, Utah .(Salt 
Lake City, Utah: utah Geological and Mineralogical Survey , and Utah Water 
and Power Board, 1966) . 
29Ph. D. , Professor of Geology, University of Utah , Salt Lake City , 
Utah . 
30Goode, Water-Resources Bulletin 5 (1964), p. 53 . 
to landowners between the initial source and Mt. Carmel (Utah) Irrigation 
Company allow the withdrawal of about 12,600 acre-feet of water annually. 
These rights should permit Irrigation of some 1, 700 acres of land, over a 
streambed distance of approximately 25 miles. 
Goode further pointed to the fact that the River Commissioner ' s 
Report for 1962 showed that during the year ' s Irrigation season (approxi-
mately April-November 1) all available water was presumably delive red, 
but totalled only 6,648. 5 of the 12,600 acre-feet allocated. 31 
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Therefore , even should there be substantial improvement in the 
water available in this dra inage area, the developing projects would not 
likely be able to file on it. Even s hould water from this source be r eadily 
obtainable, It would necessitate piping uphill distances of 15-20 miles before 
It could be utili zed by most subdivisions. 
Refuse Disposal 
Refuse disposa l is Increasingly important In view of the rapid growth 
in the number of people using the summer developments. Litter quickly 
diminishes the desirability of any locality . This scenic area Is no exception. 
It is the author's opinion that the county should stipulate that an 
acceptable garbage disposal sys te m be located within the boundaries of each 
development, or a group of neighboring subdivisions might join in the use of 
31Ibid. , pp. 36-37. 
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a common di s posa l s ite . It is possible that a site could be located or chosen 
which was not at all suitable fo r a building lot. The re would be few mountain-
type developments that did not contain some land tha t could we ll be used for 
s uch an important function. Inasmuch as no provisions are found in the county 
subdivision r egulations, effort s should be unde rtaken to insure their Inclusion 
i.n the county master plan. 
In the long run the developer is the one who will gain most from the 
subdivision. Therefore the burden of a disposa l system should r est the r e . If 
the developer must provide and develop refuse disposal sites, the costs will 
be met by him pe rsonally or, more likely , will be passed to the land buyer. 
E ither would prove more equitable than placing the burden on the county. 
Sewage Disposal 
This author feels there Is a serious flaw in the Kane County s ub-
division ordinance and State Division of Health regulations on the control of 
sewage di.spoea1. 'Ib.e subdivision ordinance stipulates that s anitar y sewers 
. shall be- provided for in a manner satisfactory to the 
State Department of Public Health and the Planning Commission 
. . . In hillside, mounta inous or desert areas and In other areas 
approved by the County Commission, septic tanks, sewage ponds, 
or other means of sewage disposal may be approved . . . 32 
subject to county and state approval. A study of the Utah Health Department 
regulations included the Code of Waste Disposal Regula tions in the following 
.
32John c. Willie , Land Use Planning Agent, J anuary 17 , 191l9 . 
33 parts : 
Part I Definitions and General Requirements 
Part II Standards of Quality for Waters of the State 
Part III Sewers and Wastewater Treatment Works 
Part IV Individual Wastewater Disposal Systems 
Part V Small Underground Wastewater Dispos al Systems 
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Part IV, above, outlines subdivision requirements, and covers items such as 
percolation tes ts , absorption systems and septic tanks . Also included ar e 
"general" requirements. 
The defect in both state and local rule, insofar as the subdivisions 
are concerned, is the absence of regulation of chemical sewage facilities. 
Lack of available water prevents a vast majority of landowners from develop-
ing public or private water-type disposal systems. For obvious health reasons, 
other means of sewage disposal is necessary, but is neither mentioned nor 
regulated by state or county government. 
The potential health hazard becomes increasingly apparent with the 
realization that thousands of individuals frequent these developing areas 
during each summer . A few such people undoubtedly carry small individual 
waste disposal systems in trailers and campers, and portable types are also 
available. Many more temporary residents do not have such equipment, 
and indiscriminate waste disposal practices could well jeopardize the health 
of all. County officers would do well to see that the forthcoming master 
plan provides health protection from this source. 
33
code of Waste Disposal Regulations ,. obtained by the author from 
the Utah State Division of Health, Division of Environmental Health, 44 Medical 
Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah 84113. 
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Computers 
Signaling a new e r a in professional planning for future development 
and expansion is the sta tement of 33-year old Ger ald A. Finkle, head of 
Chicago-based Computer Management Consultants , Inc . . who s ays : 
"It is now possible to forecast accurately such urban factors 
as population growth, land use, transportation requirements and 
community services such as schools , medical facilities and law 
enforcement. 11 
Finkle doesn ' t discount man' s decision-making power , he 
merely maintains tha t if society is going to solve some of Its 
critical problems it must cast aside the buggy-whip mentally and 
adopt appropria te modes of logical thinking. 34 
A statement in the Aprll 1967 Issue of Nation' s Cities 
illustrates how thoroughly some misapprehend the power of com-
puters. It says, " Computers can now predict quickly and quite 
correctly all the effects of changed planning, zoning, transit and 
highways." 
... The computer can ' t choose the alternatives; it can 
only show consequences that the model can Interpret from the 
avallable data. 35 
There is no need for loca l government to rush into the computer age. 
Computers are very expensive, and current methods of operations appear to 
place a rather heavy burden on available resources . The need appears great 
to utilize conventional planning methods to more closely examine the rural 
subdivisions of this study, but it may be that county officials must provide 
the necessary force to initiate the investigations . The author recently talked 
34Generation, " Uncommon Men, " I, No . 5 (February 1969), p. 7. 
35
system Development Corpora tion Magazine, X, No. 10 (October 
1967), p. 19. 
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with Mr . Darre ll French, Ass istant Utah State Planning Coordinator. 36 To his 
knowledge, no state- level studies a re programmed to delve into the puxxles 
created by r ura l subdivision development . 
County commissioner Me rrill MacDonald informed the author that 
the county mas ter plan should be forthcoming during the summer of 1969 . 
Mr. MacDonald is in charge of county roads , and his intention is to study 
the coverage provided by the master plan and then program the necessary 
activities. He noted the absence of county regulation of utilities and ease-
ments in the subdivision ordinance, and indicated that the most r ecently 
approved plats provided some regulation of these areas. Inasmuch as the 
profess iona l planning agency preparing the master plan held citizen committee 
mee tings during the summer of 1968 (two of which the author attended) 
Commissioner MacDonald believes the local problems outlined by citizens 
in committee meetings will receive adequate coverage. 37 
Recent tele phone interviews with two "new" commissioners added 
little relevant informa tion. Commissioner Bernell Lewis indicated he has 
developed no specific ideas on s ubdivision activity, and further informed the 
author that most agencies dealing with subdivisions were directed by the 
other new member. 38 Commissioner Dale Brinkerhoff stated the commission 
36Darrell French, Te lephone interview, March 23, 1969 . 
37Merrill MacDonald , Telephone interview, April 5, 1969 . 
38Berne ll Lewis , Telephone interview, April 3, 1969 . 
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continues to rely heavily on planning agent John C. Willie. There has been 
no subdivision activ ity this spring due to heav ier than usual winter snows 
remaining in the mountains. 39 Mr . MacDonald stated his last contact with 
Mr. Buell of the Resouces Company, several months previous , produced the 
response that the company would proceed with the Kaiparowitz Coal project 
as soon as federal sources approved their application for water . 40 
39 Dale Brinkerhoff, Telephone interview, April 3, 1969. 
40Merrill MacDonald, Telephone interview , April 5, 1969 . 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND OBSERVATIONS 
Summary 
There is no question in the mind of the author but what some subdiviston 
problems are reaching serious proportions . The degree of seriousness is 
subject to debate, but the existence of problems is acknowledged both by local 
officials and by subdividers . 
The problems of sewage and refuse disposal demand immediate 
attention. Local officials must specify, in both areas, means of disposal 
applicable to the surrounding conditions. Neither health problem has received 
sufficient attention in subdivision regulations passed to date. Chemical sewage 
disposal facilities would seem a minimum requirement that should be imposed 
to protect health . In disposing of refuse, the county may find the best solution 
one whereby the local government provides a central disposal site and where 
the county may need go so far as to provide a vehicle for collection purposes . 
The cost could then be levied against the subdivision property owners . 
Participation in the problems of property protection and road maintenance 
is needed now. Whether police functions are carried on privately or through 
county financed programs , the local government has an obligation here that 
has been neglected too long. Road maintenance, as indicated by the county 
commission chairman, is a major problem the county must act on within the 
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next ye ar or two. The benefit of adequa te planning and prepar ation appears 
very c le ar in this instance , or s o it would see m to the author . When one 
views a ll subdivis ions togethe r , he r ealize s that when road mainte nance Is 
unde r taken in one development, de mands for such service will immediate ly 
be received from othe r projects. The county cannot , of cour se, begin maintenance 
of every s ubdivis ion road at the same time . The author s ees no alternative to 
s tudies tha t will indicate how bes t the county government may cope with the s e 
problems . One me thod of acting on the pr oblems of roads or r e fuse disposa l 
may be through special districts . 
Special Improvement Districts 
County officials have specified minimum standards to which roads 
m ust be constructed before they will be officially accepted by the county and 
maintained by the local governmenta l unit. Rough roads are provided through 
each subdivision- - at the developer's expense . No developer has demonstrated 
the willingness--or ab ili ty--to provide roads of the quality demanded by the 
county. 
Improvement districts usually ar e of no interest to all of the citizens 
of a county as a whole . Only those dire ctly concerned need be involved. Some 
sta tes allow such groups of interested pe titione rs to establish special districts . 
The functions performed by s uch districts might theoretically 
be accomplished by the creation of special assessment districts 
under the control of the county or othe r large r unit, but very often 
ther e were legal or constitu tional obstacles to such procedures . 1 
1Lane W. Lancaster, Government in Rural America (New York: D. 
Van Nostrand Company , Inc . , 1952), p. 28. 
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Most districts are service rather than regulatory agencies. As single purpose 
units , districts lack the power to undertake Integrated planning , and sometimes 
lack financial resources and legal authority to perform even the ir directly 
assigned task. Districts are organized in many ways and vary greatly in 
their operation. Less extensively used in rural areas, 
John C. Bollens, the foremost scholar on the subject, finds 
special districts in about one-fourth of all metropolitan areas, and 
in about three-quarters of the largest metropolitan areas. 2 
Should sufficient interest be generated within a subdivision, the land-
owners could petition the county government to establish an improvement 
district to provide better roads . Utah State statutes indicate this would be the 
method to use . 
The board of county commissioners of any county may on its 
own initiative by resolution create improvement districts within 
the unincorpora ted portion of any such county, order improvements 
made within any such district, and assess the cost thereof against 
the real property specially benefited thereby. Improvement districts 
may be created to establish, grade, pave, repave, extend and widen 
any street, road or alley and improve, repair, light, curb, gutter, 
sewer and drain the same: . .. 3 
Even though special districts may not be the answer to most of the 
proble ms now appearing to plague these emerging projects, they should warrant 
careful consideration for road development. The county commissioner in charge 
of county roads recently indicated his belief that some project roads likely meet 
2
nuane Lockard , The Politics of State and Local Government (New 
York: The Macmillan Company, 1963), p . 519 . 
3Guernsey, (17-7-11), p. 625 . 
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the necessary criteria. 4 
At present, the author sees little need for major concern over the 
lack of water in the developments . It no doubt Is surprising to most readers 
to discover the widespread development that has occurred with so little water 
available. Actually, this writer feels a more urgent need for water to be used 
in waste-water facilities than for culinary purposes. Should sufficient demand 
eventually develop, a water conservancy district might be formed as some 
future date . 
There Is no question lm the mind of this writer but what state statutes 
need be enacted outlintng general guidelines for developing areas such as those 
studied here. Should local governmental units fall to "adequately" plan for the 
extension of necessary services Into subdivision developments, they may be 
absolutely unable to do so when such services are pushed on to them. State 
regulations should require county governments to prepare for the demands 
which will Inevitably fall on them. The author Is not In favor of relieving 
local units of government of their present powers, but he feels they have 
neither the financial resources nor the manpower to adequately cope with all 
the problems covered in this study. 
The Investigation necessary in producing this study has provided the 
4Telephone interview, Merrill MacDonald, April 5, 1969. 
au thor with a far greater appreciation of the r esponsibility that rests on the 
officials at the county level. They a r e obligated to provide basic services 
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to the county's citizens, and are expected to do so with a minimum of expense. 
Along with this appreciation, the author has developed the following observa-
tions : 
1. The county government must conduct studies that will enable local 
government to ascertain the services, and related costs, tha t the governmenta l 
unit will be obligated to provide emerging rural subdivisions. 
2. Failure to adequately prepare for these demands now will result In 
greatly increased expenditures when the time comes that the county must pro-
vide such services. Long-range planning is a necessity the county can no 
longer afford to ignore. 
3. Costs encountered now will prove much less than those that will 
result from participation at a later date . As the problems continue to grow, 
so too will the cost of their eradication or containment. 
4 . Intergovernmental cooperation will be a necessary part of the 
activity necess ary to control subdivision problems. Even should the county 
desire to cope with all aspects of subdivision growth, without assistance from 
state or federal agencies, it is doubtful tha t sufficient revenue will ever be 
available to a llow this independence. Sta te and federal agencies that might 
logically be included in joint studies and action programs would include: 
State 
Division of Public Health 
Utah State Planning Coordinator 
Utah State Fish and Game Commission 
Utah State Park and Recreation Service 
Utah Tourist Council 
Federal 
U. S. Forest Service 
Bureau of Land Management 
U. S. Public Health Service 
U. S. Park Service 
U. S. Soil Conservation Service 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Bureau of Reclamation 
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5. The possibility exists that restructuring of local government should 
be examined to determine whether or not operations could be improved by this 
means. 
In conclusion, the basic question no longer is whether or not county 
government will extend services to the rural projects, but rather the source 
of revenue necessary to finance such operations. The growing need for action 
in every problem area would indicate the urgency with which county officials 
should seek solutions to existing problems. 
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Appendix A 
Development at Lake Powell and the Kaiparow!tz Coal Project 
Referred to Commit tee ____________ .Reported Out. ______ _ 
3rd R eading Vote, Yes. ____ .No _____ .Date ___________ _ 
To Senate Senate Vote, Yes ____ No ____ _ 
Signed by Speaker ______ President:__ _____ Governor ______ _ 
STATE OF UTAH 
H . J . R. No. 23 
1969 REGULAR SESSION 
By Messrs. Atkin and Mitchell 
1 A JOINT RESOLUTION OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
2 TIVES AND THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF UTAH MEM-
3 ORIALIZING THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 
4 THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, AND THE CON-
5 GRESS OF THE UNITED STATES TO PROMOTE AND FA-
6 CILITATE THE KAIPAROWITS COAL PROJECT AND LAKE 
7 POWELL DEVELOPMENT. 
Be it resolved by the Legislature of the State of Utah: 
1 WHEREAS, the developme nt of the Kaiparowits Coal Project 
2 and the Lake Powell Recreation Area are important elements in the 
3 econ mic growth of Utah and Southern Utah in pa rticular; and 
4 WHEREAS, the counties of Southern Utah directly affected by 
5 these 1e ve lopments have been declared by the Fede r al Government to 
6 be eco:1ornically depressed areas; and 
7 WHEREAS, The Federal Government has already studied the 
8 feasibility of full development in this area and found it economically 
9 sound ; and 
10 WHEREAS, private enterprise has signed contracts and is ready 
11 to develop the area as soon as the Federal Government and the Secre-
12 tary of the Interior in particular permit; and 
13 WHEREAS, in the past numerous promises have been given re-
14 garding federal permission and assistance in the development of 
15 these two areas of Southern Utah. 
16 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Legislature of 
17 the State of Utah that we call upon the President of the United States, 
18 the Secretary of the Interior, and the Congress of the United States to 
19 honor past commitments made, to take a positive view toward the 
1 future, and to further and to assist in the development of this potentl-
2 ally rich, economically depressed area. 
3 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Legislature of the State 
4 of Utah calls upon the Congressional Delegation from the State of 
5 Utah to work avidly for the implementation of this Resolution. 
6 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of State of 
7 Utah, be, and is hereby directed , to send copies of this Resolution to 
8 the P r esident of the United States, the Secretary of the Interior, to the 
9 Senat<' and House of Representatives of the United States and to the 
10 Senato~J and Congressmen representing the state of Utah in Congress . 
No Budget Report Needed 
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Appendix B 
List of Questions P osed to Se le cted Subdividers 
Following is a li s t of questions posed to se lected subdividers: 
1. Have Kane County offici als been of assistance to you in your sub-
division development ? 
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2. Is the Kane County Subdivision Ordinance effective? Is i t too restrictive? 
3. Do you see problems ar ising now in your subdivis ion due to the county's 
lack of activity? What problems, and how would you handle them? 
4 . Do you see the need for county concern or activity In any of the following 
areas ? 
Sewage disposal 
Water- -culinar y 
Watershed drainage 
Roads 
Refuse, collection 
Police protection 
Building code Inspection 
Zoning enforcement 
Fire protection 
Special Improvement Districts 
5. What are your views on the tax situation ? What are other problem areas? 
Appendix C 
List of Questions Posed to County Officials 
1. How can you see that subdivision developments In Kane County should 
be changed? 
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2. Do you feel that the Kane County Subdivision Ordinance has been effective 
in controlling the emergence of the present subdivisions ? Has it been 
enforced? 
3. What are your views concerning the overall development of subdivisions 
in this county? 
4. In your estimation, do the emerging subdivisions pose a threat to our 
watershed? To our scenery and tourist tr ade? To our towns? 
5. Should the County make provisions for grading subdivision roads and 
policing these same areas? 
6. Do you feel the County should limit new subdivisions to a specific 
locality, i.e . , out of agricultural areas? 
7. Will subdivisions arise to the point that cattle grazing and other agri-
cultural activities will be adverse ly affected in future years? This in 
regards to taking over the now productive grass lands, and siphoning 
off existing surface waters. 
8. The ac tive ly growing subdivisions ar e, for the most part , for s ummer 
recreational purposes only. If the e mphasis changes to winter type 
activities such as skiing, these same deve lopments will be involved . 
The r efore, do you feel it would be worthwhile to attempt to persuade 
potential land buyers to buy in existing towns are well established as 
to roads, municipal services and other utilities? 
9. Are there problems now existing in connection with subdivisions which 
you fee l are the responsibility of the County government? 
10. Do you feel the county has been helpful in establishing the existing develop-
ments ? 
11. Do you fee l it would be worthwhile for Kane County to employ a full time 
expert, trained in subdivision growth and development, to analyze the 
existin•, s uua tion and make recommendations as to future developments 
of this type? 
12. The Utah Fish and Game Commission and U. S. Forest Service have 
indicated they have not conducted studies concerning the emerging 
subdiv isions as to soil eros ion, plant or wildlife ecology or water 
pollution. No studies are planned for the future . Since many sub-
divisions are located near to or are surrounded by Forest Service 
lands, do you think the county should join with either or both of 
these agencies in conducting studies pertaining to the developments? 
13. Should Kane County impose a road tax on land owners for construction 
of and maintenance of subdivision roads? 
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14 . What other areas must be studied and considered in connection with our 
subdivisions? 
15. Should the County pursue the idea of special improvement districts for 
subdivision improvement or should the subdivision developer take this 
responsibility? 
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